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TRAVEL TALK
Ladywood 1912
To Ernest de Selincourt
To the high hills you took me, where desire,
Daughter of difficult life, forgets her lures,
And hope's eternal tasks no longer tire,
And only peace endures.
Where anxious prayer becomes a worthless thing
Subdued by muted praise,
And asking nought of God and life we bring
The conflict of long days
Into a moment of immortal poise
Among the scars and proud unbuilded spires,
Where, seeking not the triumphs and the joys
So treasured in the world, we kindle fires
That shall not burn to ash, and are content
To read anew the eternal argument.
Nothing of man's intolerance we know
Here, far from man, among the fortressed hills,
Nor of his querulous hopes.
To what may we attain ? What matter, so
We feel the unwearied virtue that fulfils
These cloudy crests and rifts and heathered slopes
With life that is and seeks not to attain,
For ever spends nor ever asks again ?
To the high hills you took me. And we saw
The everlasting ritual of sky
And earth and the waste places of the air,
And momently the change of changeless law
Was beautiful before us, and the cry
Of the great winds was as a distant prayer
From a massed people, and the choric sound
Of many waters moaning down the long
Veins of the hills was as an undersong ;
And in that hour we moved on holy ground.
To the high hills you took me. Far below
Lay pool and tarn locked up in shadowy sleep ;
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Above, we watched the clouds unhasting go
From hidden crest to c r e s t ; the neighbour sheep
Cropped at our side, and swift on darkling wings
The hawks went sailing down the valley wind,
The rock-bird chattered shrilly to its kind ;
And all these common things were holy things.
From ghostly Skiddaw came the wind in flight
By Langdale Pikes to Coniston's broad brow,
From Coniston to proud Helvellyn's height,
The eloquent wind, the wind that even now
Whispers again its story gathered in
For seasons of much traffic in the ways
Where men so straitly spin
The garment of unfathomable days.
To the high hills you took me. And we turned
Our feet again towards the friendly vale,
And passed the banks whereon the bracken burned
And the last foxglove bells were spent and pale,
Down to a hallowed spot of English land
Where Rotha dreams its way from mere to mere,
Where one with undistracted vision scanned
Life's far horizons, he who sifted clear
Dust from the grain of being, making song
Memorial of simple men and minds
Not bowed to cunning by deliberate wrong,
And conversed with the spirit of the winds,
And knew the guarded secrets that were sealed
In pool and pine, petal and vagrant wing,
Throning the shepherd folding from the field,
Robing anew the daffodils of spring.
We crossed the threshold of his home and stood
Beside his cottage hearth where once was told
The day's adventure drawn from fell and wood,
And wisdom's words and love's were manifold,
Where, in the twilight, gossip poets met
To read again their peers of older time,
And quiet eyes of gracious women set
A bounty to the glamour of the rhyme.

TRAVEL TALK
There is a wonder in a simple word
That reinhabits fond and ghostly ways,
And when within the poet's walls we heard
One white with ninety years recall the days
When he upon his mountain paths was seen,
We answered her strange bidding and were made
One with the reverend presence who had been
Steward of kingly charges unbetrayed.
And to the little garden-close we went,
Where he at eventide was wont to pass
To watch the willing day's last sacrament,
And the cool shadows thrown along the grass,
To read again the legends of the flowers,
Lighten with song th' obscure heroic plan,
To contemplate the process of the hours,
And think on that old story which is man.
The lichened apple-boughs that once had spent
Their blossoms at his feet, in twisted age
Yet knew the wind, and the familiar scent
Of heath and fern made sweet his hermitage.
And, moving so beneath his cottage-eaves,
His song upon our lips, his life a star,
A sign, a storied peace among the leaves,
Was he not with us then ? He was not far.
To the high hills you took me. We had seen
Much marvellous traffic in the cloudy ways,
Had laughed with the white waters and the green,
Had praised and heard the choric chant of praise,
Communed anew with the undying dead,
Resung old songs, retold old fabulous things,
And, stripped of pride, had lost the world and led
A world refashioned as unconquered kings.
And the good day was done, and there again
Where is your home of quietness we stood,
Far from the sight and sound of travelling men,
And watched the twilight climb from Ladywood
Above the pines, above the visible streams,
Beyond the hidden sources of the rills,
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Bearing the season of uncharted dreams
Into the silent fastness of the hills.
Peace on the hills, and in the valleys peace ;
And Rotha's moaning music sounding clear ;
The passing-song of wearied winds that cease,
Moving among the reeds of Rydal Mere ;
The distant gloom of boughs that still unscarred
Beside their poet's grave due vigil keep—
With us were these, till night was throned and starred
And bade us to the benison of sleep.
JOHN DRINKWATER

J. D. FERGUSSON

THE
SQUIRREL

ANNE ESTELLE RICE

After all, she had a squirrel that went round in a cage by itself.
Dicky thought a long while. Girls were not a bit of use really to
play with. She couldn't do anything in his house—and it was such
a splendid one, between the dust bin and the wall. There was a real
lamp of blue china that he found on the ground by the railway, and a
piece of carpet, and a roof that was made out of the lid of the coal-box.
It was a gorgeous house. Besides, there wasn't room for her too ;
and even if there was, she couldn't climb over the fence. He couldn't
do it without the dust bin himself. But after all, she had a squirrel.
. . . Well, there wasn't any harm in letting her in to the house, because she couldn't come his side of the fence. She only wanted to
build a house on her side, with her dust bin next to his, and the fence
between like a door with glass in it, so that they could watch one
another and talk. It would make the house bigger, and he could tell
her how to do it her side. He knew all about building now. And
she wouldn't have a blue lamp, and she'd cried because her mother
wouldn't let her have any carpet, and he knew she didn't know how
to get the lid of her coal-box off. But then she'd want to be a queen,
if he was a king. She was always playing queens, and that was why
he thought she was stuck up. Why, ever since she moved into the
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house, every morning he'd watched her, though he always pretended to be planting plum-stones and acorns. She used to walk
round the garden very slowly with a tiny little sunshade, and keep
turning backwards to lift up her train, though she only had a pinafore
on like him. She looked very proud. One day she came quite close
to the fence and smiled at him and said, " Little Boy," but he just
made a face at her like a goblin in the Christmas book. She didn't
cry, but went on walking round and round by the marigold border,
looking prouder and prouder, and didn't look at him any more. She
had watched him building his house though, ever since he first began
nearly a week ago ; and this morning when he lifted the coal-box lid
off and fixed it on top of the dustbin she clapped her hands, while he
stuck his hands in his pockets and whistled, and looked proud too.
Then she trod right on a marigold to come very near the fence and
held out a nasturtium in her hand, and said, " Little Boy " again. And
he came very near the fence to listen this time. He didn't take the
nasturtium ; but just said, " We've got some bigger ones round the
corner by the door," though there weren't any there really. Then
she said, " Oh ! " and nearly cried ; but she was very proud. Dicky
said, " What d'you want ? " He didn't really mean to be stern, but
when you've just built a house. . . . She nearly cried again, but only
whispered, " I wanted to play with you. If I build a house this side
. . . we'll have a great big one. And I'll be queen and you can be
king. I've got a squirrel indoors that goes round in a cage all by
itself. It's brown, and eats n u t s . " Dicky forgot, and said, " Oh ! "
quickly; and then he was stern again. " T h a t ' s not much." Then
he began to think. He'd never seen a squirrel really. Once he saw
a stuffed one in the Library, with a great big n u t ; but his mother
hurried him away when she had got her book. But she wanted to
be a queen. He liked to be king all by himself. She did look proud,
though. Queens ought to look proud ; and she had a little ring on
her finger when she pushed her hand through the fence with the flower.
She might be a good queen. Anyhow, it was fun to have some one
to play with. It got lonely in the garden. Most times he'd used to
climb up the fence at the end where it was all trees, dirty trees, and
an old woman lived—Mother Ratford. He'd never seen her ; but the
last time he climbed up he heard a terrible noise that frightened him.
And the little boys who lived in her street and went to school with
him said she was a witch, and called after her " Old Mother Ratford,
Old Mother Ratford! " He never climbed up there any more, except
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sometimes he'd climb up in the corner where it was easier, so that
he could look over the next garden to the left. But there was a great
ginger-headed boy there who shot down his garden with an air-gun.
and he told Dicky to get down off the fence and said he was " a dirty
little board-school boy." So there wasn't much to do now in the
garden. It was all different when the Reeds used to live there instead
of the ginger-headed boy. Then they let him climb over and play
ships in the outhouse. . . . And after all, she had a squirrel that
went round in a cage by itself.
So he said, " Yes, you can play. I'll tell you how to build it. . . . "
II
She was really a very good queen. She looked very proud when
she walked round the garden with her parasol, and she turned to pull
up her train, so that he could just see the ring on her finger ; but she
wasn't proud to him, because he was the king. They talked a lot
through the fence. He told her about the dark arches down at the
school, where he hid from the big boys ; and he asked her when she
was coming to his school. He said he didn't like it. They never played
at kings and queens or pirates, but only tag and hard games where
they knocked you over. The queen said she wasn't going to that school.
Her mother told her she was going to be a lady, and not a little
rough child at a board school. . . . But mostly, the king asked about
the squirrel. He never said he wanted to see it, though he did want
to more than anything ; but he thought he would ask his mother
if he might have her in to tea. Then he would go into her house.
People always got asked back. That night he did ask his mother, and
she said, " No, she wasn't going to have a stuck-up little brat like
that in the house. Besides, the mother was stuck up too. Going to
be a lady, indeed . . . ." But Dicky knew she wasn't stuck up, but
only a queen ; so he didn't tell her what his mother said
III
They always played together now. He used to run home fast
from school to play with her. They used to creep out when their
mothers told them to stop indoors because it was raining. As if
Dicky's house hadn't got a roof. . . . The queen's hadn't got a roof
though, so he pushed as much of the coal-box lid as he could over
to her side of the fence, but it wasn't very much. The queen got
very wet one day, but she wouldn't go in for the rain. She was a
splendid queen, and she whispered to him lots of things through
the fence, and put her hand through with the ring, and he held it.
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Then she whispered softly to him, " We're married. We're sweethearts. I love you, boy." Dicky didn't know what he was saying,
but he remembered it like, " I love you too." Her hand and sleeve
felt wet
IV
Dicky came back early the next day to play, but the queen wasn't
there at all, and he sat in his house with the blue lamp, and the carpet,
and the coal-box lid, and he was lonely. He waited a long while.
Then he called out once, " Little G i r l ! " Then he went to the back
of the garden and looked up at the windows to see if he could see
anything at all. But the curtains were all down. " Her mother's
taken her out," he said. He felt very lonely. He climbed up on the
fence, where he could look through a corner of the window to see if
she had put her squirrel there for him ; but the blind kept on swinging
to and from the window, and when it swung away it all seemed dark.
Sometimes he thought he could hear the cage going round, as the
squirrel clambered up the wires. . . . He forgot to bring his china
lamp out that day ; so he crept back into his house and sat still and
tried to swallow.
V
At tea that night Dicky's mother said to Father, " They've got the
doctor next door. Shouldn't wonder if . . . of course she must be
delicate . . . never goes to school." Dicky thought, " That's alright.
She's got measles." Once Dr. Davies had come for him when he
had the measles. He never forgot that. Why, he could see himself
sitting up in bed looking very thin. " Peaky," Mother called him,
and he had looked at himself in the glass to see. Now he remembered
that the queen had looked just the same in the rain. How his teeth
did chatter when Dr. Davies put his black bag on the bed. He had a
great black beard, but he didn't have a pirate's voice. That was a
good job, for Dicky's teeth had chattered so. He tried to stop them.
Then the Doctor said, "Very well, little man, we'll have to put it
under your a r m , " and he took something white and shiny out of a
little thin box. Dicky couldn't help crying. He thought it was going
to hurt him. But it didn't, and the doctor went away. Mother was
very kind to him and sang him a song. His grandmother used to sing
it too, sometimes :
" I am going far away,
Far away from poor Jeannette. . . "
His mother was soft and kind that day. But when Father came
home he was very angry because Mother had had the doctor, and said,
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" it was always expense, expense now, and she was a silly woman.
When he was a boy they had all had measles and never noticed it.
He'd never had a doctor in his life. But she was always spending,
spending." Then Father went straight upstairs without eating his
supper, and Mother fell down on Dicky's bed and cried and cried and
kept on kissing him. Mother always got fond of him and kissed him
when she cried. He liked her best then. . . . But the measles went
away soon, and he felt quite well. So it was really alright with the
queen, only she'd have to stay in bed for a week. He didn't want to
be a king again without her ; so he didn't play at houses any more
for a long while ; only he pushed his piece of carpet through the fence,
and put as much of the coal-box lid as he dared over her side ; and
then went on planting plum-stones and cherry-stones and acorns.
Every time he planted one, he would look up at the window. Then he
felt a great lump in his throat, and bent down quickly, so that nobody
could see, and a tear rolled off his nose and dropped right into the
hole where the cherry-stone was. Every now and then he went to
the fence and climbed up to look through the window ; but the blind
kept on swinging to and from the window, and when it swung away
it still seemed dark. He thought he could hear the squirrel climbing
up the wires of his cage very slowly. He tried to call out " Little
G i r l ! " but it sounded like a swallow.
VI
Every day he grew more lonely. He had planted plum and cherrystones and acorns everywhere. He was always looking up at the window
and climbing on the fence, but he never could call out. It was a great
deal more than a week. Lots of Sundays had gone by—three he thought
as he stood on the dustbin-handle by the fence. It was so very quiet.
Then he heard a little noise like crying come from the house . . .
that was the queen. He tried to look through the window ; but the
blind only swung to and fro. He wanted to go to the queen. He had
never heard her cry before, she was so proud. He must go to her and
tell her that he was there, waiting for her. He climbed over the fence
quickly and softly, because it was so quiet in the house that it frightened him. The queen went on crying, crying. . . , Then he tiptoed to the window and peeped underneath. It was all dark in the
room ; and then he saw it was not the queen, but her mother, rocking
herself and crying, crying quietly in the d a r k ; and he could hear
the cage crawling round and round, and the squirrel very slowly
climbing up the wires. . . .
JOHN MIDDLETON MURRY

SIGHT
By the lamplit stall I loitered, feasting my eyes
On colours ripe and rich for the heart's desire—
Tomatoes, redder than Krakatoa's fire,
Oranges like old sunsets over Tyre,
And apples golden-green as the glades of Paradise.
And as I lingered, lost in divine delight,
My heart thanked God for the goodly gift of sight
And all youth's lively senses keen and quick . . .
When suddenly, behind me in the night,
I heard the tapping of a blind man's stick.
WILFRID WILSON GIBSON

R. IHLEE

TH0MP50N

THE LOOK-OUT MAN
During the night one of those dense, grey fogs which seem to
appear for no particular reason had slowly enveloped Dindrey moor,
and, when morning came, its whole expanse was shrouded in a
choking, damp, and impenetrable mist. The gang of men who had
some work in hand down Burgin's Dyke way walked in single file
along the railway, stepping from sleeper to sleeper. They walked
silently, with hands deep in their pockets, as though oppressed by
the vast stillness of the earth. On either side stretched the halfdrained bogs into the far distance, but their wretched desolation was
now altogether hidden from sight. Even the fences that marked
the boundaries of the railway track only showed up unsubstantial and
ghostly in the mist. The five men trudged on towards the signal-box,
which was placed at the junction of the two lines that intersect the moor.
From all quarters it could usually be seen as the one striking landmark on the level of the morass, but to-day it was not discernible
at a hundred feet. Suddenly it loomed ahead, and in a few moments
they were underneath it and calling up for the key to be thrown to
them. The signalman came out on to the platform, nodded, and ran
down the steps with it in his hand. They exchanged a few words
about the weather—the signalman was of opinion that it would get
thicker still. He kept warning them that they must be very careful
on a day like this. When he had handed them out their tools and flags
(which were stored in a room under the signal-box), he got detonators
out of a case and supplied them with some. As they were moving off
he shouted to them not to forget that extra care. John Turnbull,
who walked last of the five, swung round to listen to him. He was a
man in whom thought acted slowly but persistently. What was it
that chap had hollered ?—" careful "—of course, they were always
careful! Thinking of this damned fog, was he ? . . . well, everyone
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knew there was a fog! How heavy it was getting, by God ! That
chap was invisible already, the signal-box too—why, it was just back
there ! It would be nice to be at home lying in bed, instead of having
to do all this bloody work !
John Turnbull was the look-out man. It was he who was carrying
the flags and detonators. He put them down for an instant to blow
into his fingers. If the winter was going to be like this—muck !
It was quite hard enough to have to do work in such weather without
people worrying you ! What could they teach him—pack of interfering fools ! This jawing—they were all alike ! As if he didn't know
what he was doing !
All at once he realised that his four companions too had been
swallowed in the mist. He snatched up his things and began trotting
clumsily after them. Presently he caught sight of them again. They
were marching stolidly along, with their tools over their shoulders.
The steady crunch of their boots alone broke the death-like trance
of that grey twilight. All round them the moor lay hidden and
mysterious beneath the curtain of an engulfing vapour. Even in the
brightness of a day of sunshine it was forbidding enough, but on such
a day as this, its bleakness, though unseen, was a thousand times
more profound. John Turnbull himself, the most unimaginative of
men, was conscious of a depressing influence in the air. It was a kind
of hopeless feeling, as though one were all alone in a wilderness full
of some secret evil. When he caught up with his companions none
of them turned round. They seemed to have lost all energy ; indeed,
a general dispiritedness had spread itself over that small body of men.
When they had proceeded for about a third of a mile they arrived at
the spot where their work lay. They were doing something to the
chairs of the up-line sleepers and had been working here for the last
three days. The men stopped, threw down their tools, and methodically divested themselves of their coats. John Turnbull watched
them moodily. He didn't like this look-out job, he d i d n ' t : he'd rather
be here with the men than all by himself up the line !
" Now then, what are you hanging about for ? " said the foreman
to him. " That's your place, and off you go ! "
John Turnbull gazed blankly back at him, muttered, " they
didn't ought to keep chaps at jobs like this," and slouched away. He
felt hurt in some indefinable sense at having to leave the other men.
He was always the one to be set to do the dirty things. There was
this look-out business, for instance. Why didn't they give him a
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pick ? That's what he would like to know! Did they suppose he
couldn't use it just as well as anyone else ? Unfairness wherever
you looked ! It was a rotten world, and no mistake !
" For them as thinks," he added aloud.
He walked on for another hundred yards and then halted. Where
the hell did these fogs come from ? This must be about his station,
half way between the box and the men.
He listened for the noise of the hammers on the bolts. He could
hear nothing, not a sound. That was queer ! Mechanically he unwound the correct flag to stick it in beside the line. When an enginedriver saw that he had to whistle and slow down ; that warned the
platelayers. John Turnbull worked the staff into the hard ground,
listening all the time for that noise he used to catch so clearly. He
could never see the men for the corner and the one little hillock, but
the sound of their blows always cheered him. And to-day he needed
cheering more than ever. He was sick of this dog's life ! Besides,
this was the sort of day one wanted company! He didn't like this
moor—a beastly, secret hole ! What did they go and build railways
in a place like this for ? And why should he be made to stand about
in the cold with a lot of silly flags ? He left off thinking in order to
listen with all his might—it was like being buried in wet cotton-wool.
" Mates ! " he shouted suddenly, " d'yer hear me, mates ! "
His voice was extinguished almost as it left his mouth—so it
seemed to him.
" Mates, mates ! " he yelled with all his strength.
No response flowed back to him out of the enormous stillness.
"I wish I could hear them," he muttered, stamping his feet to
try and get warm. The fog was growing worse every minute. He
could hardly make out the palings now. Glad he wasn't on the footplate to-day ! Phew! how chill his nose was. He must rub it.
What was it he was thinking of—yes, being on the foot-plate. No go
on a day like this—rather n o t ! But anything sooner than this cold !
" I'll freeze to death if I don't do s u m m u t , " he mumbled, and he
started slapping his arms across his chest. Wonder what old Bill
was at in the box ? That wasn't a thing he had ever fancied—too
much responsibility, too many lives in your hand ! But, come to
that, hadn't he lives in his hand too ?
All at once he seemed to remember that he had a duty to perform
which he had forgotten.
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" There was summut," he said, tentatively, scratching his head.
" Hum ! what now ? "
" Clean gone ! " h e said aloud, taking off his cap in his efforts to
scratch more effectively.
He perceived that the posts of the fence were no longer visible.
" How much thicker is it going to get ? " he asked himself irritably. " I never did see such a fog ! "
He was still haunted by the notion of an unfulfilled duty. He
couldn't have believed—well, there it was ! The thing, whatever it
might be, had utterly gone. He spat deliberately between the rails,
and stood thinking with a puzzled expression. How could a thing
like that escape him ? It was just his luck ! Damn i t !
Suddenly out of the mist, with terrifying silence, there appeared
before him the engine of an approaching train. He leapt to one side,
shouting up some incoherent words to the driver. In a flash he had
recollected what it was that he had failed to do—he had not put any
detonators upon the line. The whole train swept past him—the
driver had seen nothing of the flag, and had sounded no whistle.
" Good God ! " shouted John Turnbull, and he began to rush
frantically after the train.
All at once he stopped and rubbed his sleeve over his forehead. The
stillness seemed even deeper than before. It was a relief in a sense !
If anything had happened he must have heard cries ! What a horrible
fright he had had ! What an extraordinary thing to forget! Oh, Lord,
he was shaking like a leaf ! He would just go and see his pals—it must
be all right, of course.
And John Turnbull began to tread very slowly down the track.
For some reason or other he didn't feel inclined to call out to his mates.
No, he would just have a look at them and then go back to his post.
He wasn't the sort of man to leave his post, not he ! You had to do
your duty or you weren't any good ! Yes, he liked men who stuck to
their posts, men like himself, men whom people trusted. There
weren't too many of them. A lot of addle-pated fellows gadding
about who weren't worth a brass farthing—more the pity ! He wasn't
that sort, and everyone knew it. They didn't make people like that
look-out men ! No, they wanted men whom they could rely on, safe
men, men like him !
John Turnbull repeated sentences like these over and over to
himself without a break. He felt instinctively that he mustn't allow
himself to think about certain possibilities—besides, he wanted to
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assure himself that he was not the kind of man who could neglect his
duty, he wanted to prove it quite finally.
" Now, if I was one of your feather-heads," he argued—" but John
Turnbull knows what he's doing."
All the same his pace became slower and slower as he neared the
corner round which his mates were. It was just there ! John
Turnbull stopped abruptly. Surely he ought to be hearing them
now ? They must be resting—yes ! Or perhaps it was the fog—it
was awfully thick—quite difficult to breathe ! He strained both ears
to catch a sound—nothing ! John Turnbull suddenly shivered; his
eyes seemed ready to start from his head, and he opened and shut
his mouth several times. No, no, he mustn't think of t h a t ! It was
impossible—utterly impossible, utterly impossible ! What was it
he had come for ? Ah, now he had it!—it was to see how they were
getting on. What should he do ? Should he surprise 'em or should
he only crawl up to the top of the hillock and catch a glimpse of 'em,
and then go back to his post ? After all, they'd simply curse if they
got a sight of him—they never bothered about all his care ! Lucky
they weren't look-out men—you needed a man of character for t h a t !
Yes, you did ! Well, he couldn't hang around here all day—he must
be returning to his post. He would just clamber up the bank and
inspect them for a second. He hoped he wouldn't find them doing
nothing—it was a regular curse, this laziness ! And they were
better paid than he was—why should they be ? It wasn't justice !
However . . . .
He stepped aside from the track and began to creep on hands and
knees up the hillock. As he was on the point of reaching the top he
checked himself and looked backwards into the mist of the moor.
It seemed like a gigantic, resistless force pressing on to him, silent
as death, sinister as a blind, evil face.
" Don't forsake me ! " he whispered, and he plunged forward over
the brow.
Beneath him, in the indistinct greyness of the fog, he saw the bodies
of four men lying in horrible attitudes across the line.
John Turnbull screamed once and was still. Two of the faces were
turned from him, but two seemed to be looking up into his. They were
covered with blood and had their mouths open, as though grinning.
John Turnbull crouched closer to the earth. An expression of unspeakable terror distorted his features. He remained like this for
at least half a minute. Of all these four men, one, who lay face
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downwards with his arms extended over the rails and the fingers of
each hand spread out like a fan, had the most shocking appearance.
It was old Branting, the foreman. Suddenly one of the hands moved
slightly, rubbing on the ballast with its stiff, outspread fingers. John
Turnbull got up unsteadily, without taking his eyes off that hand.
His whole face had become crinkled. At that instant the hand moved
again.
" Keep quiet! " roared John Turnbull, in an atrocious tone, and,
spinning round, he tore headlong down the bank. When he reached
the bottom he put his hands before his eyes and sank to the ground.
This was what he had known from the very first! Oh, frightful!
And it was his doing ! He, the safe, the trustworthy, had failed in
his duty—and this was the result! Just behind him there, they were
lying mangled ! He must get away !—lying all broken and mangled
—blood everywhere! They must have cursed him with their last
breath ! And dead men reproach you too—most of all—they never
forget, they never forgive you ! They would always be gazing at him
with burning eyes, waiting to tell him something, ready to whisper
their hatred!
" Out of my sight! " he yelled, and, jumping up, he scrambled
on to the railway and began to totter up the line towards the signalbox. He couldn't shut it out from him ! He could see them in the
fog—look, there, don't you see ?
" O merciful God," he muttered, " be merciful to me too ! Bring
u s all home at last, for Jesus Christ's sake, Amen."
In the cold denseness of the fog there was no response—silence,
weighted, complete, mournful, reigned throughout the treacherous
expanse of Dindrey Moor.
John Turnbull did not cease to offer up wild prayers as he stumbled
along the line.
" Dear Jesus, help m e , " he prayed, " aid me now, O Lord J e s u s . "
All at once there glimmered ahead of him the shadowy bulk of the
signal-box.
" Jesus, J e s u s , " he prayed, and he walked on.
The signalman had emerged on to his platform and was peering
down the line. He couldn't understand how it was that he had heard
neither detonators nor whistle. It wasn't as if fog had such an effect
on them ! He felt very uneasy. Every moment he expected to see
John Turnbull approach to tell him that the detonators were damp
and wouldn't explode—not that he could understand i t ; he knew they
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were perfectly dry. However, if it was so, the men must leave off.
He wasn't going to take the responsibility—it was quite bad enough to
have to work the junction in such a fog, without any other anxieties.
Yes, they would have to quit for that day. He trusted to God all
was well!
As he was revolving this in his head, he saw John Turnbull issue
from the dimness beneath him. He leant over the railing to catch
the first news. In the uncertain twilight the two men stared at one
another, one face tilted up and the other bending down. Their r e vealing glances met with a swift question and answer. John Turnbull
put out both hands with a slow and enigmatic gesture. Neither of
them spoke a word, for between them everything was plain. Suddenly John Turnbull shuddered violently, shook his head, and, turning
round, disappeared into the gloom.
The signalman darted into the box and began frantically calling
up the nearest station.
John Turnbull ran down the line in the direction whence he had
come. He felt as though the whole world were too small to hold him.
His eyes dilated, his breaths burst from him like sobs. He realised
that in another minute he would dash right in amongst them—the
bodies ! Would that hand be moving still ? It had better not!—he
couldn't suffer more ! He pulled up and tried to think.
" Are you going to help me, Lord ? " he prayed in a voice that was
almost menacing.
What was there left for him, what could he do ? Was there no
help anywhere ? None, none—no help, my God ! He began to move
on again. He had lost his bearings—where was he ? The fog was
enwrapping him with an embrace ever closer and closer. He could
scarcely see a yard before his nose. What did it matter ?
Suddenly he stopped—he had seen the outline of the little hillock.
He stopped, panting. He wasn't going there—not for his life ! He
hesitated, full of indecision. All at once a cunning and malignant
expression came into his face; he stooped down and picked up
cautiously a handful of ballast.
" Ah-ha! " he said to himself.
He was not an imaginative man, but he suddenly knew by intuition
that round that corner all four of the faces were now turned towards
him, and he could have sworn that they were all really staring at him
with eager and glittering eyes. He could almost see their expression
of vivid and mysterious life. Then he knew something else—he knew
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that their eyes were growing larger. Yes they were—much l a r g e r !
And he knew that they were creeping round the corner to him, like
lobsters' eyes on the end of stalks, going zig-zag, zig-zag.
" Ah-ha ! " he shouted, raising his a r m .
The cry amazed him. Paralysed with swift fear, he dropped the
ballast from his hand and staggered backwards down the line. His
tongue worked in his dry and suffocating throat. Forsaken, O God !
Wait—there was one thing left! He knew ! Where exactly was it
—that hole ? It was just down off the line at this corner. He had
noticed it every day—a hole full of black water—one of those old peat
holes. It was probably deep—it looked it—they generally were. Yes,
it was just there to the left. The moor was covered with them.
Never mind about the fog—he could feel his way. He knew precisely
where it was—down there in the mist—forty yards into the moor at
the outside.
He climbed over the paling and began to step from clump to clump
of the coarse grass that raised its tufts above the damp bog of Dindrey
moor. He was right—there was the pool! My God, how dark !
A sort of dirty scum had settled on the top of the water, and around
the edge some tall, withered grasses were waving gently. They were
covered with a whiteish hoar-frost. John Turnbull circled round
the pool, staring into its depths. A vague shadow of himself circled
with him in the mirror of the water, as though with diligent and mocking politeness. The hole could not have been more than fifteen feet
by ten. It had the semblance of having been undisturbed for a hundred
years.
Of a sudden he heard the whistle of a locomotive, and following
that, upon the down line, the clank, clank of a single engine. It drew
up opposite him near the bend, and began blowing off steam.
" They've come! " he muttered to himself, and throwing up his
a r m s , he jumped into the middle of the pool.
The men who had descended from the locomotive heard, in the
silence of the moor, a heavy splash and a cry. Two of them rushed out
into the fog, calling loudly. A few minutes later, when one came
unexpectedly upon the pool, its surface was as calm and discreet as
water that has been untroubled for a hundred years.
RICHARD CURLE

J. D. FERGUSS0N

DISMORR

KOYETSU
When I left home toward a certain Doctor's who had promised to
show me his collection of chirography and art, the unusual summer
wind which had raged since midnight did not seem to calm down ;
the rain-laden clouds now gathered, and then parted for the torrent
of sunlight to dash down. I was most cordially received by him,
as I was expected ; in coming under threat of the weather I had my
own reasons. I always thought that summer was worse than spring
for examining (more difficult to approve than deny) the objects of art,
on account of our inability for concentrating our minds ; the heat
that calls all the " shoji " doors to open wide confuses the hearts of
bronze Buddhas or Sesshu's Daruma or Kobo's chirography or whatever they be, whichever way they have to turn, in the rush of light
from every side ; I thanked the bad weather to-day which, I am sure,
I should have cursed some other day. The Doctor's house had an
almost winter-sad aspect with the " shoji," even the rain-doors
all shut, the soft darkness assembling at the very place it should,
where the saints or goddesses revealed themselves ; hanging after
hanging was unrolled and rolled before me in quick succession.
" Doctor, tell me quick whose writing is that ? " I loudly shouted
when I came to one little bit of Japanese writing. '' That is Koyetsu's,"
he replied. " Why, is it ? It seems it is worth more than all the
others put together ; Doctor, I will not ask you for any more hangings
to-day," I said. And a moment later, I looked at him and exclaimed
in my determined voice :
" What will you say if I take it away and keep it indefinitely ? "
" I say nothing at all, but a m pleased to see how you will enjoy
it," the Doctor replied.
The evening had already passed when I returned home with that
hanging of Koyetsu's chirography under my a r m . " Put all the gaslights o u t ! Do you hear me ? All the gaslights o u t ! And light
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all the candles you have! " I cried. The little hanging was properly
hanged at the " tokonoma " when the candles were lighted, whose
world-old soft flame (wasn't it singing the old song of world-wearied
heart?) allured my mind back, perhaps, to Koyetsu's age of four
hundred years ago—to imagine myself to be a waif of grayness like a
famous tea-master, Rikiu or Enshu or, again, Koyetsu, burying me in
a little Abode of Fancy with a boiling tea-kettle ; through that smoke
of candles hurrying like our ephemeral lives, the characters of
Koyetsu's writing loomed with the haunting charm of a ghost. They
say:
" Where's cherry-blossom ?
The trace of the garden's spring breeze is seen no more,
I will point, if I am asked,
To my fancy snow upon the ground."
" What a yearning of poetical soul," I exclaimed.
It is your imagination to make rise out of fall, day out of darkness,
and Life out of Death ; not to see the fact of scattering petals is your
virtue, and to create your own special sensation with the impulse
of art is your poet's dignity ; what a blessing if you can tell a lie to
yourself; better still, to not draw a distinct line between the things
our plebeian minds call truth and untruth, and live like a wreath shell
with the cover shut in the air of your own creation. Praised be the
touch of your newly-awakened soul which can turn the fallen petals
to the beauty of snow ; there is nothing that will deny the yearning
of your poetic soul. It is not superstition to say that the poet's life
is worthier than any other life. Some time ago the word loneliness
impressed me as almost divine as Rikiu pledged himself in i t ; I
wished, through its invocation, to create a picture, as the ancient
ditty has it, of a " lone cottage standing by the autumn wave, under
the fading light of eve." But I am thankful for Koyetsu to-day. How
to reach my own poetry seems clearly defined in my thought; it will
be by the twilight road of imagination born out of reality and the
senses—the road of idealism baptised by the pain of death.
What remains of Koyetsu's life is slight, as his day was not feminine
and prosaic, like to-day, with love of gossip and biography-writing ;
he, with the friends of his day, Sambiakuin Konoye, Shokado, both
of them eminent chirographers of all time of Japan, Jozan the scholar,
Enshu the tea-master, and many others, realised the age of artistic
heroism which is often weakened by the vulgarity of thought that
aims at the Future and Fame. The utter rejection of them would be
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the prayer itself to strengthen the appreciation of art into a living thing.
Koyetsu made his profession in his younger days the connoisseurship
of swords as well as their whetting ; it was for that service I believe
that Iyeyasu, the great feudal Prince of Yedo, gave him a piece of
land, then a mere waste, at Taka ga Mine of the lonely suburb of
Kyoto, by the Tanba highway, where he retired, with a few writing
brushes and a tea-kettle, to build his Taikyo An, or Abode of Vacancy,
giving his aesthetic fancy full swing to fill the " vacancy " of abode and
life. He warned his son and family, when he bade them farewell, it
is said, that they should never step into Yedo of the powerful lords and
princes, because the worldly desire was not the way of ennobling a
life which was worth living. We might call it " seihin," or proud
poverty that Koyetsu most prized, as it never allures one from the
chasteness of simplicity which is the real foundation of art. There
is reason to believe that he must have been quite a collector of works
of art, rich and rare, in his earlier life ; but it is said that he most
freely gave them away when he left his city home for his lonely retirement ; indeed he was entering into the sanctuary of priests. What
needed he there but prayer and silence ? There is nothing more
petty, even vulgar, in the gray world of art and poetry, than to have a
too close attachment to life and physical luxuries ; if our Orientalism
may not tell you anything much, I think it will teach you at least to
soar out of your trivialism.
Koyetsu's must have been a remarkable personality, remarkable
because of its lucidity distilled and crystallised—to use a plebeian
expression, by his own philosophy, whose touch breathed on the spot
a real art into anything from a porcelain bowl to the design on a lacquer
box ; I see his transcendental mien like a cloud (that cloud is not
necessarily high in the sky all the time) in his works that remain
to-day, more from the reason that they carry, all of them, the solitary
grace of amateurishness in the highest sense. To return to the unprofessional independence itself was his great triumph : his artistic
fervour was from his priesthood. I know that he was a master in
porcelain-making, picture-drawing, and also in lacquer-box designing
(what a beautiful work of art is the writing box of raised lacquer
called Sano Funahashi, to-day owned by the Imperial Museum of
Tokyo) ; but it seems that he often betrayed that his first and last
love was in his calligraphy. Once he was asked by Sambiakuin
Konoye, a high nobleman of the Kyoto Court, the question who was
the best penman of the day ; it is said he replied, after a slight
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hesitation : " Well, then, the second best would be you, my Lord ;
and Shokado would be the third best." The somewhat disappointed
calligraphist of high rank in the court pressed Koyetsu : " Speak out,
who is the first! There is nothing of ' Well, then,' about i t . " Koyetsu
replied : " This humble self is that first." The remarkable part is
that in his calligraphy Koyetsu never showed any streak of worldly
vulgarity. Its illusive charm is that of a rivulet sliding through the
autumnal flowers ; when we call it impressive, that impressiveness
is that of the sudden fall of the moon. To return to this hanging of
his (thousand thanks to the Doctor) to which I look up to-day as a
servant to his master, with all devotion. The sure proof of its being
no mean art, I venture to say, is seen in its impressing me as the
singular work of accident, like the blow of the wind or the sigh of the
rain ; it seems the writer (great Koyetsu) was never conscious, when
he wrote it, of the paper on which he wrote, of the bamboo brush
which he grasped. It is true that we cannot play our criticism against
i t ; it is not our concern to ask how it was written but only to look
at and admire it. The characters are in the style called " gyosho,"
or current hand, to distinguish from the " Kaisho," or square hand ;
and there is one more style under the name or " sosho," or grass hand,
that is an abbreviated cursive hand. As this was written in " gyo "
style, it did not depend on elaborate patience but on the first stroke
of fancy. I have no hesitation to say that, when it is said that the arts
of the calligrapher and the painter are closely allied, the art of the
calligrapher would be by just so much related with our art of living ;
the question is what course among the three styles we shall choose.
The square formalism of " kaisho " or the " sosho " -like romanticism ? It does no justice to call " gyosho " a middle road ; when
you know that your idealism is always born from the conventionalism
of reality of " kaisho " -like materialism, it is not wrong to say that
Koyetsu wisely selected a line of " gyosho "-like accentuation—not
so fantastic as a " sosho " calligraph—with the tea-kettle and a few
writing brushes, to make one best day before he fell into the final
rest.

YONE NOGUCHI

NATALIE

Gontcharova

THE OPAL DREAM CAVE
In an opal dream cave I found a fairy :
Her wings were frailer than flower petals—
Frailer far than snowflakes.
She was not frightened, but poised on my finger,
Then delicately walked into my hand.
I shut the two palms of my hands together
And held her prisoner.
I carried her out of the opal cave,
Then opened my hands.
First she became thistledown,
Then a mote in a sunbeam,
Then—nothing at all.
Empty now is my opal dream cave.
KATHERINE MANSFIELD

NATALIE GONTCHAROVA

SEA
The Sea called—I lay on the rocks and said :
" I am come."
She mocked and showed her teeth,
Stretching out her long green a r m s .
" Go away," she thundered.
" Then tell me what I am to do," I begged.
"If I leave you, you will not be silent,
But cry my name in the cities
And wistfully entreat me in the plains and forests ;
All else I forsake to come to you—what must I do ? "
" Never have I uttered your n a m e , " snarled the Sea.
" There is no more of me in your body
Than the little salt tears you are frightened of shedding.
What can you know of my love on your brown rock pillow . . . .
Come closer."
KATHERINE MANSFIELD

T H E THLOBBON OF
SAPPANAL
Translated by LORD DUNSANY
ACT VII
SCENE : The great hall at Ilaunos.
T I M E : The year after the fifteenth festival of the Akneian
mysteries.
The King is seated on the Throne of Skyadax, in the midst of the
splendid hall, looking out through the window over the golden plains
towards Heliostahn. Queen Thyape is near him with attendants.
Twelve men, entirely in grey, pass slowly over the stage at intervals
of seven paces. They can scarcely see in the strong morning light,
because they have never before left the caverns beneath the palace.
Each one salutes the King by uplifted hand as he passes the crystal
throne, and says to him " This is the day." The King motions at
once to two of his spear-guard, who slip away from the hall.
The King (to Thyape)—So we shall never go to Heliostahn.
Thyape—We shall even yet go to Heliostahn, and sing there pastoral
song. (To the King's Envoy): Summon the thakbars and the
loyal and the sworn. Bid them come armed at once. It is the
day.
The King—We shall never come to the gates of Heliostahn, nor sit
by the river of Kyfe.
Thyape—It was an idle prophecy.
The King—Is not the sky bloodshot ? Is there no trouble among
the winds ?
An Attendant (leaning from the window)—There is no trouble among
the winds to-day. The sky is like a turquoise that the mountaineers have found.
The King—Doth nothing evil come from Ektherana ?
Attendant—Nothing from Ektherana, save a far speck of dust.
[From now on the chiefest of the loyal come in by twos and
threes.
Presently the two spearsmen of the guard come back to the
hall, dragging between them the slave who is destined to be king.
Again the King casts his spear at him, and weeps when it harmlessly strikes a pillar of cedar.]
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The King—At least let him be flogged.
[The spearguard set upon the slave and wound and beat him
before the King.
All the King's thakbars and soldanos are by now gathered round
him with weapons in their hands. On a sign from Thakbar
Odwahn, they say in unison the oath to the dynasty of Skyadax.
A sound of musick is heard far off.]
A Spearsman of the Guard (looking out by the window)—A company
of camels is coming from Ektherana.
[There is a silence among those assembled but for the moans
of the slave and the sound of the spearsmen wounding him.]
A Thakbar (to the Chieftain of the spear-guard)—The musick has a
sound as of silver drums.
Chieftain—It is like to silver drums.
Thakbar—Silver drums strangely beaten.
Several Voices at once—It is the tune of the prophecy.
[Henceforward, all listen, rapt to the strange musick which
continues to grow louder ; nobody speaks, and all forget the King.]
The King (to the Prophet of the Dynasty)—It is the tune of the
prophecy.
[The Prophet of the Dynasty does not notice him, but stands
listening to the musick.]
The King (clutching his wrist)—It is the tune of the prophecy.
[The Prophet of the Dynasty nods his head.
The spearsmen of the guard cease wounding the slave and
listen to the musick. It grows so loud that his moans are audible
no longer.
Four powerful men enter. They have grizzly beards and are
blind. By the taps and touches whereby they sign to each other,
they appear to be also dumb. They move apart and bend forward,
each stretching out a hand, and moving grotesquely with a kind
of dance, in step to the tune outside, they grope about the hall.
It is clear that they are hunting for the King. Still all the King's
men stand motionless, still listening to the tune. The King sits
pale and silent, not deigning to descend from the Throne of
Skyadax. The four men draw silver pipes with their left hands
out of their tunics and play on them as they move, and by the sound
they keep in perfect line. The tune is the same as the one that
is played outside. When their clutching right hands touch one of
the thakbars or soldanos, they withdraw it and keep on searching.
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At last one lays a crooked hand on the Throne of Skyadax ; his
pipe utters a sudden and shrill skirl. The other three draw in.
They grip the King, who neither speaks nor resists, and walking
erect, he is led away between their ungainly figures.
Presently, by an unseen hand outside, his crown is thrown into
the hall, and is gently placed by the Prophet of the Dynasty on the
slave's bleeding forehead as he lies on the onyx floor, the rest
continuing as it were in a trance. And as soon as this is accomplished, the sound of the magical tune grows rapidly fainter
and fainter.
At seven paces interval, the twelve grey men return, and each
uplifts his hand as he passes the slave.]
CURTAIN.

N. THEOPHILAKTOFF

STANISLAW WYSPIANSKI-1868-1907
Just five years ago terrible news sped through Poland : Wyspianski
is dead. Although we knew that he was seriously, incurably ill, there
was terror in the news. Everybody felt that an end had come, that
a place was left empty that could never be filled. His funeral was
the expression of this feeling. From farthest Poland crowds of sorrowing men came to Krakow. Thousands and thousands. A holy,
profound silence possessed all the city ; the common things of day
were hidden away. There was no speech over the grave, not only
because this had been his wish, but chiefly because everybody felt
there were no words for the true feeling of our deep loss. But this
silence spoke far more. And thus his wish was fulfilled, the wish
that he had expressed years ago in a little, wonderfully simple poem :
" Much have I spoken—yet the time will come When I shall hear the
answer of the land That hears m e . " Now came the answer—a strong
quick beat of sorrowful hearts and the quiet tears of wakeful eyes.
This was perhaps the one moment in which he was understood by
the whole people. Nature itself seemed to share in it. These were
the last November days, days in which the whole nature-life of Poland
seems outwardly to die, and the Polish soul is bathed in a strange
atmosphere of sadness and longing, wherein the Polish strength grows
weak and the inmost powerless dreams come to light. Wyspianski
knew this atmosphere through and through. He warred with it his
life long, although he loved it, because at this time, in late autumn,
his creative power was keyed to the highest. In his best known and
most expressive work which has penetrated most deeply into the Polish
consciousness of to-day, the drama, " The Wedding," he revealed this
atmosphere with the most consummate art.
But who was this man, prematurely dead in his thirty-eighth year,
this little harmoniously-built figure with longish curly fair hair and
big clear-blue eyes ? He was only an artist, but one of the greatest
and most wonderful in the last years of the nineteenth century—poet
and dramatist, painter and sculptor, architect and creator of new values
for the Polish consciousness. His many-sided imagination, the wealth
of his fancy, his imaginative power and critical judgment, and above
all his artistic fruitfulness, recall the famous figures of the Renaissance.
In spite of his brief life his work is that of a giant. If only for a
moment we regard the whole, we are forced to the conviction
that without his work Poland must appear as poor and meaningless.
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It is due to his intense and difficult labours, which hounded him
so early to the grave, that Poland stands unashamed before Europe,
and that we possess riches of which we can be proud. When a stranger
comes to Krakow he leaves the city amazed at what he has seen. As
he enters the National Museum his eyes of their own accord turn to
three great designs for stained-glass windows, which Wyspianski
made for Krakow Cathedral, which were rejected by the then bishop,
and now await a more artistic regime, full of longing for the sun
which can give them their own full life. It is difficult to express the
influence that these designs have upon all who see them. Something
great and terrifying arrests the eye. One cannot turn away. Unspeakable, terrific strength haloes the head of this long-dead king
whose skeleton, sceptred and crowned, was brought to light five
hundred years after his d e a t h ; a holy alarm thrills the soul of the
onlooker before the open coffin of Saint Stanislaw, the Bishop of
Krakow, who was murdered by King Boleslaw II. in the eleventh
century, and before the figure of Count Henry the Devout, who fell on
the field of battle in a religious ecstasy. Even with these three designs
Wyspianski would be granted high place among artists. But they
are only a small part of his work. His landscape paintings, his portraits, his child-studies—at the first glance they speak of the extraordinary individuality of their creator who, because of their variety,
is so difficult to define. For Wyspianski belongs to those true artists
for whom artistic form is the expression of subjective emotion, in
other words the personal relation to truth. Deep and lively feeling
took form for him, and from the fulness of harmony between form
and the ideal content he developed the essence of artistic beauty.
In his works one sees and feels immediately and clearly a double
necessity—that he was compelled to create, and compelled to create by
this means.
Thus one recognises these two principles—the truth from which
he took his material, and his profound individuality. There are few
examples in the Polish school of painting, although the last years
have been its golden age, which express as fully the melancholy
and the gloom of Polish landscape. His portraits and his child-studies
speak so clearly of the tragedy of the destiny of Poland that a stranger
needs no other knowledge to understand it. From the National
Museum the way leads to the Franciscan church, where there are
three more of his stained-glass windows, St. Francis, St. Salomea,
and God the Father. But there they impress very differently—here
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everything swims in clear sunny colours and flowers, for the whole
walls are covered with his drawings of flowers. The interior of the
church is full of colour-music; it is like an instrument on which the
sun plays its eternal melody, and the holy figures live in a world of
visions. But another side to his work is seen in the house of the
Guild of Doctors, where everything, from the stairs to the furniture
and the smallest lighting attachment, is made after his plan. And
the houses of his friends contain hundreds of his drawings and
paintings
Great also were his achievements in the art of the theatre. He
was not only a dramatic writer (and his dramas number twenty), he
was also a marvellous stage manager and stage innovator. In this
respect he adhered strictly to the particular national motives which
he developed artistically and opened a way for them in the future,
but also his plans for the theatre had much similarity to the ideas of
Gordon Craig, just as his painting, in spite of its own originality,
resembles strongly that of Van Gogh. But this is not the end to his
activities. Anybody, knowing nothing of the history of Poland in
the nineteenth century, would surely, having seen the greater part
of Wyspianski's work, be convinced that he was an a r t i s t ; he would
even be able to define the peculiarities of his artistic individuality.
It would be clear to him that the tragedy of life, a deep melancholy,
and a sharp criticism of the foundations of modern Polish life are the
principal motives of his w o r k ; but it would not yet be clear to him
what necessity led him to such results, what circumstances had so
formed his psychology. Therefore it is necessary to know something
of these things.
Born in Krakow, the son of an ordinary sculptor, Wyspianski
came to the world at a time when the national life of Poland was
almost wholly dead. It was only five years after the last Polish
insurrection, the last mistaken struggle for freedom. As a child
he breathed this atmosphere of sadness, unrealised hopes, curses and
cynical indifference. Still voices and anxious bewailing rang in his
ears. The younger generation were taught that they must not speak
of love for their home, as a child speaks little of his love for his mother;
that they must not think of freedom, for that was madness. The
thought of the defeat they had recently suffered, of all the blood that
seemed to have been shed in vain, the Slav fear of the oppression
of the victorious enemy and the depressing consciousness of their
own weakness carried Polish thought along mistaken paths. There
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came a period of hateful servility. In the effort to discover the source
of their unhappiness, men cursed all the past and saw in the lofty ideals
of Romanticism only a vision of the poetic fancy.
Thus was the continuity of the Polish national tradition being
broken. In this atmosphere of stagnation, wherein every sign of
independent life was immediately destroyed, the child grew up with
the germ of greatness in his soul; and perhaps this atmosphere, by
the force of contrast hastened his growth. He was not twenty years
old when he was fully mature. His time of " Sturm und Drang "
will always remain a secret. We can gather very little concerning it
from his letters and his later work. One thing is clear : that he
must have fought a terrible fight in his own soul before he decided to
devote his life. After the struggle he was at peace and strong,—and
profoundly sad. When he returned after his wander-years, when
he came to know the whole of European art and all new tendencies,
he returned convinced of his calling and his position. The period
of his fruitful activities began, which lasted barely ten years. This
was the period of his plays and his poetry, which have for their main
theme the most tragic and most symbolic episodes of Polish history,
or the modern problems of Polish life. Yet it cannot be said that his
works are of a definite tendency. He could never be false to his
artistic calling ; and this is why he was not instantly recognised.
Some years passed before men understood the real content of his
works, each of which being a new revelation in a new form confounded the public and gave rise to the most opposite judgments.
First, shortly before his death, when the progress of life itself brought
his prophetic visions to accomplishment, it was universally recognised
that his literary creation had two " Leitmotiven "—one, the necessity
for close connection with national tradition ; the second, the awakening of independence. " Man is free, when he has of his own will
made himself free " is the basis of his ideas. As an unconquered
ever-watchful champion of this consciousness he met his death ; and
his figure will soon become a legend in harmony with his own words :
" I live only that men may say I lived." He was then thirty-three
years old.
FLORYAN SOBIENIOWSKI.

MICHAEL LARIONOFF

FREE CAPTAINS
I
We loose our sail to every gale
And never reef for night or squall;
In spite of all
The storms that fly about the sky
And all the plunging breakers hurled,
We ride the foam
That bears us home
Beyond the farthest corner of the world.
II
We give the slip to every ship
Whose skipper's paid to stay on board.
He can't afford
To point her nose where danger blows
But waits in harbour, safely furled,
And fears the foam
That bears us home
Beyond the farthest corner of the world.
III
We take the sea because 'tis free
Of settled towns and roads that bind.
Out sail, to find
Some jolly place, some lusty race
Who cut their sails but never furled ;
Who rode the foam
That bears us home
Beyond the farthest corner of the world.
IV
We fling our boast from coast to coast,
For naught of war or trade we make,
But for the sake
Of the free soul and the glad goal
That shines where seas are maddest curled,—
To ride the foam
That bears us home
Beyond the farthest corner of the world !
HORACE HOLLEY

J. D. FERGUSSON

ORAISONS FUNEBRES
I.—Henry Bilger, First (and Last) Baron Hanwell.
Messieurs,—To-day we lament the death, after a long and fairly
comfortable illness, of one whose life and work were ever consistent,
ever faithful, ever active in their abhorrence of imagination, that fire
which burns in the souls of men to the destruction of their ambition,
their capacity for amassing wealth, their ability to create and satisfy
the demands of the people. To-morrow, as he has taught us, we shall
forget him and turn our eyes in calm apathy upon some other calamity
sufficiently remote to cause us no serious alarm. To-day, then, let
us celebrate the qualities, the achievements, the services to mankind
of this man, this remarkable man, who at the age of twenty-three
was a millionaire, a baronet, and master of that greatest power which
confounds public feeling, obscures public thought, and checks the
movement of all questions to a clear issue—the power of the press.
They say that the whole being of a man is changed once in every
seven years. Such stages are marked by a period of torpor during
which the soul gathers its forces for its march through the ensuing
period. Sometimes the soul cannot shake free of such torpor, sinks
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back in weariness, and thereafter every action, every thought, is but a
stone added to the cairn that m a r k s its memory. Most men reach
the third stage and begin to die at twenty-one, when they are neither
boy nor man. With Henry Bilger this arrestment of the soul's activity
took place in the torpor succeeding the second stage. He was one
of Fortune's favourites and began to die when he was fourteen. He
was delivered for ever from the tyranny of the imagination and its
perils, purged of scruples, critical faculty and sense of humour, and
enabled with boyish energy to set about the creation of the huge
fabric which should show the world its own absurdity. Rejoicing in
his own immunity from the trials and responsibilities of manhood,
he set to work to reduce his fellow-countrymen to his own condition
of splendid impotence. His first brave attack was upon the minds
of the young. Upon the minds of children, school-boys, errand-boys,
van-boys, he tested his principle of giving the public as little as they
could be induced to pay for, by asking of them only the smallest coin
of the currency. With marvellous insight he saw that if the development of individuals were arrested, in the mass they would never know
what they wanted and could be hypnotised by reiteration. Nothing
more was needed than the repetition, day in, day out, of the word
" Ha'penny." His success is familiar to us all. How admirably
he has reduced everything to the level of the inane ! How perfectly
he has met the demand created by his own first efforts in the organisation of stultification ! How magnificently he has destroyed confidence in the press, the pulpit, the platform, the stage, and—greatest
triumph of all—in himself ! How wonderfully he has taught the nation
to live from day to day, with none but dreadful thoughts for the
m o r r o w ! With what splendid skill he has forced all men to live in
suspicion of each other, nations to see each other in caricature, honest
men to become play-actors, and every adult member of the community to abandon all hope of success, happiness, domestic joy, the
insidious delight of efficiency, the intoxicating pleasure of work
well done, and to set their hearts wholly and solely upon advertisement!
Of the race of Nelson and Wellington, the race of Shakespeare and
Milton, and Harvey and Newton, he has made a race of schoolboys.
He has moulded this great nation in his own image. He has conquered his own people, its King (who was delighted to honour him),
its Parliament, its most learned and most artistic institutions, and
bis conquest is greater than Alexander's, greater than Caesar's,
greater than Napoleon's. War and ruin and perdition have followed
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in his train, and shall follow, but his work endures, for it is very sure
that war, ruin, and perdition will be well advertised.
He passed away just as he was putting the crowning touch to his
achievement, a boom in death, by air, land and water. He was not
thirty in years when he died. In mind he was still a boy of fourteen.
He has given us but one day to mourn his death. Let us mourn it
over breakfast with his morning paper, over lunch with his evening
special, over dinner with his late City edition. Let us mourn so
loudly and in such good journalese that for to-morrow's calamity
we may have only the cold, stupid, heartless apathy that he so loved,
for it was—was it not ?—his own creation, the source of all his
immense profit and power.
BOSSUET JEUNE.

ANNE ESTELLE RICE

LETTRE DE FRANCE IV.
JEAN PELLERIN
M. Jean Pellerin est un curieux ecrivain. C'est un poete jeune
et tendre et dont les vers sourient avec grace :
Quand mon fil se cassera sous
Les ongles de la Parque,
Quand ma bouche aura les deux sous
Pour la derniere barque,
Ou serez-vous ? Dans le jardin
Ou je devrai descendre ?
Que serez-vous ? Charme, dedain,
Douce chair—ou bien cendre ?
Mais a sa tendresse s'ajoute et se mele une delicieuse ironie. " L'ironie," dit M. Remy de Gourmont, " est une clairvoyance. C'est pourquoi elle ne semble jamais prendre rien tout a fait au serieux, car ce
qui a une face triste a une face comique, et c'est dans le melange des
deux sensations qu'elle trouve ses teintes troubles." Elle est l'apanage
de ces esprits rares qui goutent leurs sentiments avec ivresse mais
qui ont la pudeur et le bon gout et aussi la force et l'intelligence de
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ne les prendre pas au tragique. C'est que, depuis Heine, Corbiere
et Laforgue, il semble un peu outrecuidant de prendre avec pompe
et romantisme l'univers a temoin de nos joies et de nos deconvenues.
C'est une politesse tres moderne que d'assurer au lecteur que les
malheurs qui nous dechirent n'ont au fond qu'une minime importance
et d'ensevelir un sanglot sous des sourires comme un oiseau mort
sous des roses. On n'oserait plus guere aujourd'hui ecrire " Les
Nuits " de Musset; mais on composerait volontiers, si l'on pouvait,
" La Nuit d'Avril," comme a fait M. Pellerin :
J e ne me suis pas fait la tete de Musset;
J e tartine des vers, je prepare un essai,
J'ai le quart d'un roman a secher dans l'armoire.
Mais que sont vos baisers, o filles de Memoire !
Vous entendre dicter des mots apres des mots,
Triste jeu !
Le loisir d'ete sous les ormeaux,
Une echarpe du soir qui se leve et qui glisse . . .
Des couplets sur ce bon Monsieur de la Palice
Qui repete un enfant dans le jardin couvert . . .
Ce crepuscule rouge, et puis jaune, et puis vert . . .
Une femme passant le pont de la Concorde . . .
Le rale d'un archet pame sur une corde,
La danse, la chanson avec la danse, un son
De flute sur la danse entrainant la chanson,
Le geste d'une femme et celui d'une branche . . .
Ah ! vain mots, pauvres mots en habit du dimanche . .
Ah ! vivre tout cela jusques a l'epuiser !
Muse, reprends mon luth et garde ton baiser.
Ce poeme (et en particulier son avant-dernier vers : " Ah ! vivre tout
cela jusques a l'epuiser ") eclaire pour nous cet esprit qui est, sous
un certain aspect de la famille de Laforgue :
" Que la mort ne nous ait qu'ivres-morts de nous-memes ! "
de Racine :
" Et sans penser plus loin, jouissons de la vie
Tandis que nous l'avons."
de Ronsard :
" Vivez si m'en croyez, n'attendez a demain ;
Cueillez des aujourd'hui les roses de la vie."
et, plus loin, de Catulle avec son :
" Vivamus, mea Lesbia, atque a m e m u s . "
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et d'Horace, avec le " Carpe diem " dix-neuf fois centenaire. Au
banquet de la vie, non pas infortune, mais heureux convive, c'est un
poete subtil et delie qui se rejouit qu'on l'ait invite a la fete du monde
et de la lumiere. Son esprit scintille de cette gaite dont La Fontaine
a esquisse la definition : " Je n'appelle pas gaite, disait-il, ce qui
excite a rire ; mais un certain charme, un air agreable qu'on peut
donner a toutes sortes de sujets, meme les plus serieux." Il aime
la vie sous toutes ses formes et cherit ses impressions personnelles
autant que ses souvenirs des litteratures classiques. Il ecrit a la
moderne. (" Il faut ecrire a la moderne," disait deja Theophile) et
ne craint pas de noter ce dialogue aux vers un peu amers qui sentent
la folle antithese et la parodie et ou l'on trouvera, traitee d'une facon
qui ne sent ni la declamation ni le ton doctoral, la tristesse poignante
des departs et de la jeunesse expirante :
Nous n'entendrons plus ta chanson,
Marchande . . . " Belles fraises."
Ni ta trompette a l'aigre son,
Doux rempailleur de chaises.
—Prepare l'omelette au lard,
J e vais plier les nappes.
—Oh ! ces echarpes de brouillard
Sur mon quai de Jemmappes.
—Ou sont les restes du pate ?
—Ou tes rires, faunesse ?
—J'ai perdu ma passoire a the
—J'ai vecu ma jeunesse.
. . . Nos premieres heures d'amants,
Ses baisers d'etourdie,
Reve . . .—Deux demenagements
Valent un incendie.
Il ne redoute pas davantage de meler, en un decor feerique, et d'une
maniere inattendue et charmante, les siecles antiques aux civilisations
modernes. Il ecrira, avec un joli sourire :
Puisque le marechal-ferrant
Ressemelle Pegase. . . .
ou ces deux stances imprevues ou l'on peut voir perir le heros de
Chateaubriand et entendre encore le cri fameux que rapporte Flavius
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Josephe, ce cri que Laforgue a raille dans un jour de colere :
" Les dieux s'en vont; plus que des hures ! "
et que nous allons ecouter :
Jeanne lutte avec un huissier,
Et le poete Chose
Recite chez le Financier
Sa Ballade a la Rose.
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Les dieux s'en vont—s'en vont au t r o t ;
Jeanne se decourage ;
Et le dernier Abencerage
Est mort dans le Metro.
C'est en lisant une telle poesie que l'on sent la justesse des remarques
que M. Emile Zavie a epinglees aux pages delicates de son roman,
" Une Idylle " : " . . . nous ne savons point non plus," ecrit-il, " ce que
nos fils garderont de nous ; mais peut-etre reconnaitront-ils que notre
epoque vit fleurir un genre litteraire qui en vaut bien un autre, un
genre ou le sentiment ne s'etale point, ne fait pas de gestes ni de tirades
et que les hommes d'aujourd'hui furent eleves a l'ecole d'ironie ; ils
diront que, dans ce siecle d'arrivisme pratique, il y eut encore quelque
enthousiasme sous la blague, de l'emotion sous nous sourires et du
courage sous nos vestons anglais." On ne peut caracteriser d'une
maniere plus judicieuse la tournure d'esprit de quelques ecrivains
qui releguent au fond des vieux tiroirs le morne degout, l'ennui de
vivre,
" La honte de penser et l'horreur d'etre un h o m m e , "
l'appetit du neant cher a Leconte de Lisle et a quelques centaines
d'ajusteurs de strophes, admirables d'ailleurs ou ridicules et plus ou
moins impregnes des doctrines de Schopenhauer et des bouddhistes.
Les poetes dont je parle aiment la vie avec tout ce qu'elle a de mysterieux, de charmant et de tragique, la vie comme elle est, tout simple ment. M. Jean Pellerin est l'un d'entre eux. C'est un lyrique fantaisiste, spirituel et gracieux, mais qui applique sa fantaisie, son esprit
et sa grace a l'expression de sentiments profonds qui font de sa poesie
une oeuvre emouvante et belle.
TRISTAN DEREME

S.J. PEPLOE

THE AUTUMN SALON
This year the Autumn Salon is more than ever one for the initiated.
" A r t for Art's sake " must now be written " Art for the Artist's sake."
For while this Salon teems with interest for the artist and the amateur,
it is caviare or something worse to the general. The Paris newspaper
critics, as usual nowadays, have had to choose between the bad form
of not laughing at all and the probability of having to recognise a
few years hence that they have laughed on the wrong side of their
faces. Once again have the stouter ones disinterred that spectral
word " bariolage," which one had rashly thought to be lying forgotten and at peace in the critical tomb of Paul Mantz. There is, of
course, the frankly philistine point of view of the frequenters of the
Magic City or of Luna Park. Next year perhaps the poster of the
Salon will bear the words : " Visitez la Salle Post-Cubiste : on y rit
follement! " But we have not yet come to that. Certainly I found
many " horrors " in the Grand Palais. But these were not the socalled extreme works, but the many " oeuvres calmes, saines et harmonieuses—gracieuses et savantes " applauded by the " Matin."
Of all the modern work it was the cubist that I found most interesting.
Over most of the other pictures Impressionism, or Post-Impressionism, lay like a wet cloth. Not the freshly kindled Impressionism of
a Manet or a Berthe Morisot; not the fiery imaginings of a Cezanne
or a Van Gogh, but the winding-sheet of a decadent school.
It is difficult to understand why such a fuss should be made about
cubism. The theory, in its simplest form, is comprehensible enough,
one would think. The cubists, like good Fauves, are trying to rid Art
of the incubus of preconceived mental associations which have tied
it so long to mere representation, of all that stale and vitiated atmosphere with which successions of painters and generations of the
public have surrounded it. The Post-Impressionist, for instance, in
painting a still-life, asks himself this question before he begins :
" What is there in this set of objects that interests me ? " Needless
to say, he is not interested in that decanter because it contains whiskey,
or because it reminds him of thirst or of convivial evenings. Nor
has he placed a pear next to it, and a chrysanthemum, because the
one suggests the end of a dinner or a blossoming orchard, and the
other a domestic scene in the garden. He will, of course, answer his
own question in one of two ways. Either he is interested mainly in
the colours of the objects, or in their shapes. If he is mainly interested
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in their shapes, one of the first things he will do perhaps will be to
draw them a little incorrectly, so that the decanter may not immediately suggest whiskey, the pear an after-dinner feeling, and the
chrysanthemum that sweet scene in the garden. But he will be
careful to retain the characteristic shapes of all the objects and to
arrange them in relation to one another. He may even draw thick
black lines round their contours, to make them more emphatic.
The ordinary cubist, after all, goes about his work with much the
same idea. Only instead of distorting his drawing, he makes a statement of form in two dimensions only, by simply outlining the various
planes and dispensing with tone variations, which would form the
third dimension in ordinary painting. Two pictures by de la Fresnaye,
" Baigneurs " and " Joueurs de cartes," in this Salon illustrate this
kind of cubism very well. They strike the eye freshly as new things
must always do ; but, after all, the quality they possess is only appreciation of tone values, translated afterwards into a simplified form.
This translation is just a technical achievement, nothing more ;
seen from the other side of the room, the tones reassert themselves—
the third dimension reappears in terms of light and shade.
But this sort of thing is naturally not the all in all of cubism.
Le Fauconnier, for instance, has a most remarkable and stimulating
picture in the exhibition. It is a large canvas entitled " Les Montagnards attaques par des ours." Here the cubism is of a different
sort, both technically and essentially. It is no longer a matter of
planes. Le Fauconnier has simply disintegrated his forms, cut them
into bits that may be called cubes if you like, and distributed them
with a marvellous amount of skill over his composition. He has
stolen the technique of the Futurists, but he has left them what they
choose to call their philosophy. He disintegrates, not in order to
express movement, which the cinematograph can do much better,
but so that the eye, by taking hold of certain symbols, may transmit
them to the mind and thus evoke a new spiritual image. Thus it is
not a jigsaw puzzle that we are asked to sift and reassemble in a
familiar form, but a challenge to new vision, which is a vastly different
thing. Superficially alone, it is a conspicuously able picture. To
begin with, it holds together. Heterogeneous though it is in its
composition, it has unity. It would be exciting as a pattern, had it
no other claims. I shall come back to this picture later, because with
it the whole cubist movement must stand or fall.
In the same room are other works, far less interesting, in which
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disintegration of form seems to be an end in itself. " La Source "
and " Danses a la Source," by Francis Picabia, are the most prominent.
Unlike Le Fauconnier's picture, they contain no key rhythms or shapes
capable of evoking a new mental image. They are no doubt quite
sincere works, and are very properly hung in an experimental Salon,
but to me at least they carry no significance. Much more interesting
is a very curious design by Francois Kupka, called " Amorpha,
fugue a deux couleurs." Every line and curve suggests rhythmic
motion and virility. This picture stands quite by itself in the Salon,
and is a very striking study in abstract design.
Dunoyer de Segonzac shows what is in some ways the most
notable picture in the exhibition. In " Bucolique " he has made a
searching study of forms, simplified to their essentials and set in
astonishingly vivid relationship. Even to those who ask of a picture,
" Mais qu'est-ce que c'est que ca represente ? " the canvas will be
intelligible because it contains cows and shepherdesses and a host
of pastoral back-memories. The painter simply has not troubled
to strip his work of its sentimental associations ; they are there for
those who look for sentiment in a picture, and anyone who appreciates
the suave lines of the cows' backs, interlaced in exquisite harmony
with the medley of nude limbs and bodies, will not trouble about them
either. The whole picture is held together by a strongly drawn
background of trees and grassy slopes, very summarily suggested.
The composition is clinched in a low and even tonality by the red
backs of the cows and the yellow, sunburnt human bodies. De Segonzac shows another very beautiful picture : a study of low tree forms
in evening light. Here is a subject which most painters would have
felt themselves unable to express, for there is no differentiation of
tone to guide the eye ; the imagination is pricked by an arrangement
of shapes, intensely characteristic of a wood near nightfall.
J. D. Fergusson, who exhibits two works, is a host of painters in
himself, for his mind seems to be too alert and questioning ever to be
content for long with one sort of achievement, however exciting it may
be. His larger canvas, badly hung though it is, is stimulating in a
very fine way. It is a study of a nude dancing figure, painted in strong
outlines in a slightly oblique light, against a figured wall. In attempting such a subject the painter set himself the baffling problem
of suggesting movement by outline, which necessitates almost full
lighting, without sacrificing the solidity of the figure by merging it
with a background of the same tone value. He has found a m o s t
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satisfying solution of the difficulty by letting the light fall on the figure
ever so slightly from the side. This has enabled him, by carefully
subordinated modelling, to give the figure substance, by which it is
held firmly in relation to the background, and thus the vividly drawn
contours tell splendidly. It is a fine painter's picture.
Maurice de Vlaminck, who shows several pictures, seems to me to
vacillate in his form of expression between realism and suggestion.
He paints the forms of trees and hills very much in the abstract manner
of Cezanne, while water, which figures conspicuously in his pictures,
is full of painted reflections and imitative colouring. The result is a
complete lack of cohesion.
The influence of Cezanne, of course, is manifest in the majority of
the pictures in this Salon. But naturally enough, where it is most
apparent, there seems to be little originality besides ; which is another
way of saying that a man is a great artist because he has something
to express, and not because he uses certain forms of expression.
The large wall decoration by Anne Estelle Rice, which faces the
main entrance, is a very skilful piece of work. Like Puvis de Chavannes,
the painter has borne in mind throughout that she is decorating a
wall space, and scarcely any stone structure would be weakened by
this big canvas. The design itself is moderate enough to please the
critics ; it would furnish a complete answer to the stupid taunt of
incapacity which the wilfully distorted drawing of some of our moderns
invariably provokes from the ignorant. I miss in this Salon any of
this very brilliant painter's more important and characteristic work ;
other members of the jury seem to have been less modest with less
cause.
Othon Friesz is well represented by a picture which, though it is
dirty in colour, gains significance by a repetition of interesting forms.
Matisse has several canvases, but he always seems to me to be shallow
in feeling, despite his vivid colouring and crude design.
In another part of the Salon is a large retrospective section, where
Cezanne, Van Gogh and Gauguin rub elbows capriciously with Carriere, Emile Blanche and Boldini! And there is a rather incomprehensible room devoted to Albert Braut.
Now let me come back to Le Fauconnier and the speculations that
arise from a consideration of his picture. Is it possible to evoke in
the mind of the beholder, by such means as this painter uses, a new
and complete mental image ? It is much easier to ask this question
than to answer it and indeed it is impossible to answer it for any one
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but oneself. This picture by Le Fauconnier is nearly allied in aim
to some of Picasso's most abstract work. Picasso, by the bye, has
no pictures in the Salon ; it is a pity, for the two would have helped
to explain each other. Le Fauconnier, in this picture at least, has
used easily recognisable forms, though they are split up and scattered.
It must be obvious, to begin with, that a great deal must be sacrificed
to this process of disintegration. Though a number of telling rhythms
may be repeated, the greater harmonies must necessarily be lost.
But the greatest sacrifice of all is more fundamental. The appeal
of such a picture is solely to the intellect. Of course, it may be said
that the senses and the intellect overlap mysteriously. Naturally
I only speak for myself when I say that the contemplation of this
picture would seem to be merely a matter for the intellect. The mind
strains to form an impression—to seize a symbol here and there—to
co-ordinate them and weld them together. And it seems to me, too,
that increased familiarity with this kind of painting would not make
it any more easily or more quickly comprehensible. I may be quite
wrong. I may be old-fashioned even in preferring an impression at
white-heat, quickly kindled—spontaneous. I admit that Picasso,
with his new abstract symbolism of line, baffles me completely. And
unlike Rene Ghil, the symbolist poet, Picasso has not written a library
of explanatory volumes for the benefit of the meek.
O. RAYMOND DREY

NOTES
It is the intention of the Editors to publish henceforward every
month a supplement of sixteen pages uniform with the magazine,
which will be devoted to the fine or the applied arts. Thus in January
will appear a supplement dealing with various forms of House
Decoration.
We must once more acknowledge our deep obligation to M. Clovis
Sagot, rue Lafitte, Paris, by whose kindness we have been able to
reproduce recently a fine example of the earlier work of Pablo Picasso.
To the co-operation of M. Sagot is in a large measure due the artistic
success already achieved by Rhythm.
The portrait of Stanislaw Wyspianski is reproduced from a picture
in the collection of M. Zulawski, Krakow ; and the picture by R. Ihlee
by kind permission of the Carfax Gallery.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT GISSING*
By H. G. WELLS
It is difficult to criticise good criticism, and for a long time I have
read no criticism in English so distinguished and admirable as Mr.
Frank Swinnerton's study of George Gissing. It is a model for such
monographs. Mr. Swinnerton has gathered together and arranged
everything that was available and everything that needed to be known
about this painfully interesting personality; he has read and analysed
every scrap of his work with a patience and industry altogether
scientific and a power and understanding altogether his own. The
result is an illuminating interpretation of the man whose weakness
and distinction are given with an equal penetration in Mr. Rothenstein's frontispiece. Mr. Swinnerton's book is the picture of a man
seen through his mind, as Mr. Rothenstein's drawing is a picture
seen through the body and its gestures. I see again as I read this
scholarly, intellectual, unhappy, weakly dignified and intensely pathetic
being as I knew him in his life ; I find little in Mr. Swinnerton's estimates from which I can dissent, and nothing to which I can object.
I wish indeed that I could say as much for the extraordinary book
that Mr. Morley Roberts, after some years of mental incubation, has
given to the world, if only because, in so far that I have on several
occasions encouraged Mr. Roberts to write it, I feel myself a little
involved in the responsibility for it. I can imagine no subject more
* " G e o r g e Gissing, a Critical S t u d y . " By Frank Swinnerton (Secker).
" T h e Private Life of Henry Maitland." By Morley Roberts (Nash).
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dangerously alluring to a novelist. Gissing was one of the most
perplexing individualities I have ever met, a man of quite extraordinary charm and with a certain quality of greatness that even
Mr. Swinnerton's judicial moderation cannot deny nor Mr. Roberts'
shocking revelations destroy. And there is no use in concealing the
facts now that George Gissing was, in the full and measured sense of
the words, a humourless prig, a snob, most shamefully timid, addicted
to indulgence in " scorn," and a man who, with the very doubtful
exception of a transitory sentimental passion for the lady who figures
in Roberts' book as Therese, does not seem ever to have loved anyone. It is hard to suppose that a man who was all this could have
ever been anything but repellent to every soul he met. Yet he was
not in the least repellent. He was most attractive. He had devoted
friends upon whom he could rely and to whom he could appeal. There
was about him something of the magic one finds at times in an ungracious pitiful child, a magic which evoked the latent maternal in
men and women alike, and which makes all of us who knew him,
in the face of the evidence, protest passionately against his condemnation. I have never met nor heard of anyone who knew Gissing
intimately who would admit —in spite of the glaring faults I have so
ruthlessly set down—that he was a " bad " man. It is just this
amazing quality of the case that gave Mr. Morley Roberts his opportunity for a masterpiece, an opportunity he has not so much flung away
as trampled in the mire.
Because it is no use pretending that Mr. Roberts' book is not
downright bad, careless in statement, squalid in effect, poor as criticism, weakly planned and entirely without any literary distinction.
The exasperation begins with the pseudonym of the title. Why in
the name of apologetic folly call Gissing, Maitland; Payne, Glass;
" Veranilda," " Basil," and all the rest of it, if the work is to be not
simply paragraphed but advertised as a life of Gissing ? There has
been hardly a review which has not begun by saying that " Maitland "
is Gissing. Can any one who knew or cared for Gissing be spared
a solitary pang by this thin veil ? As for the story, it is a mere recital
of distressful facts and of an ugly possibility, unlit by humour or mercy;
it is, in fact, scandal and scandal merely. Never once is one lifted to
the level of that understanding which forgives. It seems that Gissing
told Mr. Roberts not to spare the truth if ever he wrote about him.
Mr. Roberts has exceeded his instructions, for he speculates upon the
probabilities of the disease which ran through Gissing's life. It is
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highly probable that Gissing suffered as Mr. Roberts implies ; such a
supposition explains the peculiar miseries of Gissing's second m a r riage and many perplexing things in his conduct; but Gissing himself
never admitted what Mr. Roberts displays so relentlessly to any
human being, and I doubt if, with his almost insane personal delicacy,
he ever admitted it to himself. All Mr. Roberts' moral values impress
me as being hopelessly wrong ; his is that gross sentimentality which
affects an unconventional candour, and while he belabours with abuse
that poor, tormented, miserable, angry servant girl who was Gissing's second wife, he idealises Gissing's last companionship to an
unjustifiable degree. I believe he does this out of just that same
craving for a happy ending which led the little clergyman at St. Jean
Pied de Port to suggest a reconciliation that never occurred, and so
bring down upon his kindly, unveracious, well-meaning head the
impassioned wrath of Mr. Roberts.
But enough of this pitiful business. To the discerning, the careless
egotism of Mr. Roberts' book will carry its own criticism, and the undiscerning do not matter. They have always been disposed to treat
Gissing's reputation vilely, and they always will be. Sir William
Robertson Nicol has wallowed congenially in the book (says Mr. Nash's
advertisement) for three and a half columns, and to that fact and his
conscience I leave Mr. Roberts. Let me merely, in conclusion, join
issue with him upon one point in which I happen to be concerned,
under the transparent designation of " Rivers." I once praised
" Veranilda " very heartily, and I think it and have always thought it
a book of great interest and distinction, with a peculiar beauty of its
own. Mr. Roberts does not understand this beauty, and accordingly
he declares my praise was insincere, states that I acknowledged as
much to him and that I confessed I lied to the public in the matter.
I made no such confession, though no doubt I may have told Mr.
Roberts that if he liked to put it so, " Veranilda " was not a novel or
not a peculiarly " good story." But we have been bored to death by
well-made novels; even the public refuses this machine-chopped fare,
and it seems to me that the indisputable weakness of the narrative,
the phantom characterisation, the entire freedom from the forced
emotion and vulgar effects of that " native and easy story-teller "
who might, in Mr. Roberts' opinion, have made something of
" Veranilda," enhance rather than detract from this great and detailed,
most melancholy picture of a civilisation in decay. It is the only
historical novel I have ever read that did not suggest to me stage
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scenery and contemporaries engaged in private theatricals. Mr.
Swinnerton puts it with the " Dickens " and " By the Ionian Sea "
as Gissing's most living, most leisured, serenest and most permanent
work, and there I am in cordial agreement with him. But Mr. Roberts
belongs to the turbulent school of writing ; his conception of a great
writer is manifestly a person in a state of confused exaltation letting
himself go and slapping the stuff o u t ; he has a theory about " the
great books of Gissing's middle period," which were written under
such circumstances of overstrain, and to that theory " Veranilda "
has to bow. But it is to Mr. Roberts' credit that even this theory
cannot blind him to the grace and beauty of " B y the Ionian Sea."

THE SEA AND THE JUNGLE*
By FORD MADOX HUEFFER
Some years ago, whilst I was editing a journal of sorts, a gentleman
sent in his card to me with the announcement that he was interested
in a case in which the Press had done an injustice—to some cause or
other, it does not matter which. It is sufficient to say that it was a
real and a crying scandal. He opened out his matter—it was not
personal to himself—in the rather sad, rather sardonic and undramatic but quite hopeless way that is forced upon all Londoners
of common sense when they approach a really crying scandal. He
said that his name was Tomlinson, that, as far as I can remember,
he came from Wapping way, and that he was a journalist. Or it may
have been that he said that he was a reporter doing work of no consequence. Probably it was the latter.
I think I then remembered some very sound and impressive
columns that I had read, appearing in the halfpenny evening
paper that he said he was connected with. It is not very often that one
remembers what one has read in a halfpenny evening paper. It came
out then that this Mr. Tomlinson was the writer of these columns.
I asked him therefore to try his hand at something more sustained
for my benefit, and the product was some articles that I printed.
When he brought these to me and I had read them, I said to h i m :
" They are extremely good "—they were about the sea—" but if I were
you I would not model myself quite so closely on Conrad." He answered, " I have never heard the name of that gentleman."
I have not again seen Mr. Tomlinson, but now here is the " Sea
and the Jungle," by H. M. Tomlinson, bearing upon its covers the
"'The Sea and The Jungle." By H. M. Tomlinson. Duckworth. 7s. 6d.
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publisher's announcement: " Not since Joseph Conrad's ' Heart of
Darkness ' has any account of the sea and the jungle appeared, so fresh
in imagery, so exciting in incident, so truthful in its delineation of
nature in the tropics." And that is not so bad for a publisher's
announcement. I might have written it myself were I writing an
advertisement.
There are certain books, such as Bates' on the Amazon and
Waterton's " Wanderings," that exercise a sempiternal appeal to the
imaginations of all men who have ever so much as thought of travelling.
I myself fell a victim to Waterton when I was twelve ; and although
I should not dare—so great a reverence is due to the dreams of one's
youth—again to read how that valiant man rode upon the alligator,
still, there, as Mr. Henry James would say, in a manner of speaking,
this valiant traveller still is. And there, no doubt, in the niches of a
fine Valhalla are Bates of the Amazon and the rest. Mr. T o m linson records how he voyaged, as purser, on a ship loaded with
railway iron from Swansea far up the Amazon, a voyage never undertaken before, to aid in the construction of a railway through the i m penetrable forests—to link together two oceans, not to mention the
hearts, hopes and aspirations of continents and of men and all the
other things that railways, viewed in the light of romance, are said
to do. It was indeed quite literally romance bringing up the 9.15.
For the matter of that it was romance actually creating that symbolic
means of conveyance. At any rate it was given to Mr. Tomlinson
thousands and thousands of miles from Wapping, West Kensington,
New York, Para, or anywhere that counts—and thousands of miles
from anywhere, where a completed railway could be found upon the
immense river, in the heart of an untracked continent, to hear through
the wall of palms the scream, and to see upon the yellow bank of the
river, the form—of a locomotive. So after long voyagings and
tracasseries of one kind and another it was given to the Ten Thousand
one day to see the sea. Waterton went to South America to find
Wourali poison, and he found i t ; Bates went after birds, bears, bugs,
butterflies or something, and he found them. Mr. Tomlinson, r e linquishing a life which forced him to take every morning the 8.30
into the City, voyaged through uncharted—yes literally uncharted—
wildernesses of forest—to find the 9.15. And there, like a phantom,
it was. Now, of course, since Bates and Waterton went after poisons
and wild beasts, whilst Mr. Tomlinson was mainly interested in the
hearts of men, it is not to be expected that Englishmen will set
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Mr. Tomlinson's book on the shelf beside Bates, to use the professional
reviewer's phrase. A Russian or a German, or some sort of dirty
foreigner would certainly do this—would say that Mr. Tomlinson's
book extinguished for ever the earlier wanderers. That is a matter
of taste. Far be it from me to deny that poisons and bugs are more
worthy objects for study or for artistic rendering than the hearts
of men.
Mr. Tomlinson of Wapping is curiously allied to Mr. Korzeniowski
of the Government of Kief—allied by a common passion for humanity.
Joseph Conrad set upon the title-page of one of his books the deathless
words : " But the dwarf answered : ' Something human is dearer
to me than all the wealth of the world.' " And this epigraph
Mr. Tomlinson might well have adopted. He is not a great artist like
Conrad, but he is an artist, and his methods are much like Conrad's,
as the faces of people filled with a similar passion and inspired by
identical interests may come to resemble one another. Mr. Tomlinson
deals in ship-men, in ships' doctors, in the engineers attached to
donkey engines, in South American officials, in English clerks exported to the tropics, in the natives, the negroes and the poor white
men that surround all these varieties of humanity. He reports—or
rather he renders—their speeches, the devil-may-care, the sardonic,
the hopeless irony of these blind pioneers of an alien progress across
a world of passionately resisting undergrowths. If you put the name
of Mr. Conrad in place of that of Mr. Tomlinson the statement will
still be exactly true.
It is an odd position to have to take up. It is like meeting a man
with a face, gestures, eyes, tone of voice, expressions and mannerisms
exactly similar to those of some man with whom elsewhere one has
been exactly familiar. It is a coincidence upon which one is apt to
dwell unduly, but not, perhaps, unnaturally or unworthily. For it
is as if, for a moment, august but inscrutable destiny were tipping
you the wink to show you what it can do when it tries. Wapping may
be a long way from the Government of Kief, but I imagine—for I know
nothing of East London—that a depression, a sardonic humour and an
ironic interest in humanity might just as well be born there in the
breast of a sensitive and gifted man as in the hopeless political atmosphere of Poland, where it lies beneath the heel of Russia. They are
called the Black Lands, those districts governed by the Empire of
Bureaucracy, and we might well call Black Lands those portions of
this immense and unfathomable city, this trackless wilderness of
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the hearts of men which produced Mr. Tomlinson. And Mr. Tomlinson has produced a very fine book ; a very memorable book, so
that our own Black Lands may be said to be justified of their existence.
If I knew of a better compliment to pay Mr. Tomlinson I would pay it,
but it does not come into my head.

THE WRITING OF YOI PAWLOWSKA *
By FILSON YOUNG.
What is it that makes the difference between a real book, and
something that merely looks like a book ? Is it not the skill of the
writing, because many of the people who make sham books are skilful
and adroit writers. It is not the form in which the book is cast, nor
the degree of mastery achieved over that form, because there are
many forms, and perfect mastery over any of them is rare ; while
some of the finest books have little or no form at all. Yet most of us
know the experience of coming across a book that adds something to
our lives, or enriches our thought, or purifies our hearts ; such a
book is a real book, and though we may seem to forget its contents,
some part of them remains with us and is a possession for the rest of
our lives. I am not altogether sure that " Those that Dream " * is
one of these books, but I am glad to have the opportunity of interesting
the readers of " Rhythm " in it, because it is by a writer who has
already written one book that is certainly real, and who probably will
write another. " A Year of Strangers " was a collection of sketches
of people and things in Italy and the Far E a s t ; it was the harvest of
a year of solitary wanderings on the part of one at whom life had dealt
a blow, and whose own heart had driven her out into the wilderness
to re-discover and possess again her own soul. And although this is
not the book which I am discussing at present, I would like to take
this opportunity of advising everyone who has not read it to read and
keep " A Year of Strangers." That was Yoi Pawlowska's first book ;
" Those that Dream " is her second, more ambitious in design, less
successful in achievement, but no less interesting as an expression of
the mind of the writer. It is a picture rather than a story, a picture
of the lives of two or three highly civilised women, and of the country
about Rome and the Sabine hills. There are also little scenes in the
lives of artists, little miniatures of peasant life ; but there is no story
in any real sense of the word. The figures and characters in the book
are mere excuses for the author to express her own mind about things ;
* "Those that Dream." By Yoi Pawlowska. Duckworth, 5s.
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but we need not object to that, for it is really her own mind, her own
thoughts, her own vision, which we wish to share. Her characteristics are a most sensitive love of beauty, an affinity with beautiful
things, and a clear and patient perception of them, combined with
an unusual strength of mind—a sense of fairness which is not really a
common attribute of the feminine intelligence. Injustice and cruelty
are her two unforgivable sins ; and ugliness is almost unforgivable.
Consequently her outlook upon life is a large and simple one, which
embraces every kind of waywardness if it be the result of a genuine
curiosity about life, or a whole-hearted search after joy and beauty ;
but injustice and cruelty, wherever they are encountered in the tangled
affairs of mankind, seem to loom before her mind like gigantic rocks
that cast a shadow in which the soul suddenly shivers and grows
afraid. What one may clumsily describe as a deep spiritual sensuality
is characteristic of this book and its writing ; a fear of the shadow of
the two rocks, a desire to keep running back into the sun, and (by whatever other name it may be disguised) to continue the search for joy.
Delightful and melancholy are the cadences in which Yoi Pawlowska
often clothes her thoughts, but the melancholy is a thin disguise.
" It is good to be loved," she says ; " it is better to love : but best of
all to stand alone with the wind in your face, the endless plain in front
of you, the burning sun over your head . . . and in your soul a hope
that you have kept faith with yourself." Such a sentence is rarely
written except by someone who has done all these things, and fully
enjoyed doing them. To a nature like this, even pain and suffering
are a kind of delight; for they are sensations, and in sensations,
cutting or caressing, sharp or sweet, such a nature must find its life.
The graver side of the book, that expression of clear-seeing justice
to which I have referred, can best be conveyed by a quotation from the
passage in which Wiosna explains to her friend Mika the relation to
the world in which circumstances of her life have brought her. " One
can forgive women being narrow in their outlook on life. Women
who do not work for a living seldom know anything either of good or
of evil; they don't look down into life, they look at it through coloured
gauzes of their own or other people's weaving. If they saw life
as it is, such a thing, for example, as a woman driven by hunger or
despair into being a prostitute could not exist. However, I fear that
most women have no wish to tear away the pretty veils from their
eyes. If they did, the sights they saw quite close to them would draw
some ugly lines on their faces and give them an uncomfortable sense
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of responsibility. Nearly all their ideas are wrong—all for the defence
of their sons at the expense of their daughters. ' We must protect
our sons,' they shriek ; and they drive a hatchet into the head of the
woman they fear. I have a right to speak, I have suffered this ; and
that I am not amongst those whose cry is not heard and whose words
are never believed is not because of any weakness in malice of the
woman who tried to hurt me. Don't you think that it is only we who
are desired by men who see them and women at their worst ? We
see their souls stripped naked by brutal love or insane jealousy, but
it is we also who can help womenkind by showing that though we
could have all that the world values, we do not care for those things,
that there is for us an ideal of what life should be, that though through
love we often make mistakes, we do not wreck our souls for worthless
toys, nor do we judge eternal forces by the laws of hypocrites."
Perhaps the best thing in the book is its realisation of the harsher
facts of life as things which we must not flee from, but try to see
steadily, and reconcile with a philosophy which can still leave room
for joy. Disaster and calamities seem terrible at the time, seem
often to be quite final and determining in their effect upon us ; yet if
there is any true direction in our souls, they do, however battered by
the passing storm, come to their bearings again and resume their
course. It is not mere circumstances, which are temporary and accidental, that can affect the true destinies of those who have a firm grasp
on life. The burning of a little straw may obscure the stars ; but
the stars are there, and will reapprar.

IRISH FANTASY*
By GILBERT CANNAN
You must take your Stephens in bulk. At present that is no very
large undertaking—two volumes of verse, " The Charwoman's Daughter," and this fantasy. I would say, Begin and end with " The Charwoman's Daughter," for that confirms the impression of his humanity
and corrects impatience with his intellectuality roused by some of
his poems and " The Crock of Gold." Thus your final and abiding
sensation will be one of pleasure, of excitement, of keen anticipation
of the new growth of his talent. That promises to be astonishing,
for here is vigour and to spare to withstand the plagues and diseases
that in London's literary garden lie in wait for the sensitive plant.
In " The Charwoman's D a u g h t e r " the writer accomplished
"The Crock of Gold." By James Stephens.

Macmillan.

5s.net.
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exactly what he set out to do. In the volume he has aimed higher and
less surely, and, failing in confidence, has sought to reassure himself
with sign-posts placed at intervals. Being a little discouraged by the
length of the road on which he is travelling, he leaps over the hedge
every now and then and draws charts for himself, and then, feeling
that he is being watched, insists that his reader shall look at them too.
" This is not altogether an earthly story," he seems to say. " It is
not altogether unearthly either." Then, misdoubting that his reader
will be sporting enough to toss up and accept the spin of the coin, he
adds, " It has a heavenly meaning." Now the honest reader asks
nothing better than to be led into any enchanted atmosphere that
the writer creates for him. If the writer believes in it, so will he.
If the writer is in two minds, the reader will be in about fifty, and,
except he be very persistent, " in that book he will read no m o r e , "
or if he be skilled and cunning in the collaboration with the writer
which creates that wonderful thing a Book, he will take the mind that
best suits his own and leave the other. In nine cases out of ten he
will pounce on the story and let the heavenly meaning go to Heaven's
opposite. And this the honest reader will do with the " Crock of
Gold." He will leave the Philosopher's expansions of the Book of
Proverbs, take the children and the leprecaun to his heart, and
glow over the splendid passage dealing with the emotions of Caitilin
before the coming of Pan, and live with all his might in the pages of
the Philosopher's Journey. He will chuckle over the adventure of
the Policemen—there is such life-giving humour in the story-telling
mind of James Stephens—and pursue the Thin Woman on her journey
until he comes to those sign-posts, the " Three Absolutes, the Three
Redeemers, the Three Alembics." He will glance beyond them, see
a whole thicket of sign-posts, and either lay the book down or turn back
and re-read those passages which have been his delight, which
have cast a spell on him, and given him the rare joy of a masterful,
proud, pure and noble use of the English language. . . . Half a loaf
is better than no bread. English fiction has grown so stale and insipid
that we must hail this Irishman who can and will write books to stiffen
and brace English readers, give them something of the true pleasure
of literature, and force them to demand of their own writers more trust,
more faith, more eagerness rightly to fulfil their part of the bargain
between artists and public which provides for the continued existence
of art. It is significant, it is matter for congratulation that " The
Crock of Gold " is published by the unimpeachable firm of Macmillan.
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CHRISTMAS *
By FRANK SWINNERTON
Mr. Miles's big book on Christmas has a superficial air of such
inhuman completeness that the unskilled reader might imagine it a
laborious compilation. It is nothing of the kind. It is a compilation
in a good sense only—in the sense that widely distributed facts are for
the first time gathered together and collated ;—but it is an unusual and
a delightful book. It has, in its large range of allusion and quotation,
the indispensability of a handbook ; but its chief value lies in quite
another virtue. For Mr. Miles is not merely a recorder or a gleaner :
he is, in addition, a critic ; and he has an intense interest in the material
from which his book has been drawn. No more illuminating comment
upon the development of the Christmas tradition could be made than
the one which reveals how St. Francis humanised the infant Christ
and made Him the ever new-born man-child of mediaeval worship.
One is tempted to imagine St. Francis the first saint with a sense of
humour, with, also, the truly lyric sense of beauty which sees the
exquisite breath of grace in the commonest things. It was St. Francis
and his kindred spirits who introduced gaiety into religion, for before
the thirteenth century, when monks and ascetics produced the only
religious literature there was, gaiety was as much a part of the Devil's
labours as it became in Puritan England. And it is to such a delicious
blend of sweetness with joy and devotion that we owe the carols of
Jacopone da Todi, carols which are in the best spirit of mystic and
humane simplicity.
But indeed the carol marks only one stage in the humanising of a
faith which, in its domination by professional devotees, had become
austere and, as Mr. Miles unfortunately would say, not to be " under standed of the people." Everywhere the reaction of the laity upon
accepted ceremonial tended to modP L A Y S of 1912
ify the tradition of metaphysical Hindle Remarkable
Wakes—Rutherford & Son—The New Sin
faith and to restore the simplicity Mary Broome—The Trial of Jeanne D'Arc- &c.
F I C T I O N of 1912
of Christ's teaching. In primitive J. D . Remarkable
Beresford's Candidate for Truth—Gustaf
drama of the Middle Ages, which Janson's Pride of War—Ethel Sidgwick's Herwas founded originally upon the self—Beatrice Stott's Rosemary and Rue—
de Szasz' The Temple on the Hill. &c, &c.
Catholic liturgy, the tendency was Elsa
POETRY—CHILDREN'S
BOOKS—GENERAL
Illustrated Complete Xmas List on application.
as marked as it was in the carols.
& Jackson, Ltd., Publishers,
Once the vulgar tongue stole in, Sidgwick
3 Adam Street. Adelphl, W.C.
and the common imagination was
"Christmas In Ritual and Tradition." By Clement A. Miles. Unwin. 10S. 6d. net.
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stirred, the great transformation began by which the idea of Christmas
became more immediate, more romantic, more realistic. The movement of all popular art is towards realism, towards the definite association of each auditor with the fact (rather than the idea) represented.
In the degree in which realism works towards simplicity and credibility, therefore, its influence is always wide and beneficial. As the
Christmas festivity returned more and more to the pagan spirit (for
Mr. Miles accepts the identification of December 25th as the pagan
" birthday " of the invincible Sun) it became more popular, as well
as more simple and familiar. " As the drama became laicized," says
Mr. Miles, " it came to reflect that strange medley of conflicting
elements, pagan and Christian, materialistic and spiritual, which was
the actual religion of the folk as distinguished from the philosophical
theology of the doctors and councils and the mysticism of the ascetics.
. . . However little the ethical teaching of Jesus may have been acted
upon, the Christian religion on its external side had been thoroughly
appropriated by the people and wrought into a many-coloured polytheism, a true reflection of their m i n d s . "
The pagan inheritance, of course, appears in the feasting which
accompanies the Christmas festival ; and it is curious to read direct
evidence of this in Mr. Miles's pages—quoted from a letter of Pope
Gregory the Great. Gregory, writing instructions for Augustine of
Canterbury, explains that the Anglo-Saxons are in the habit of sacrificing oxen to heathen deities. He says : " Some solemnity should
be put in place of this. . . . Nor let them now sacrifice animals to the
Devil, but to the praise of God kill animals for their own eating, and
render thanks to the Giver of all for their abundance." This is by no
means the first acceptance of pagan feasting by the Church, for such
acceptance was involved, together with other rites, even in the adoption
of the " Dies Natalis Invicti " as Christmas Day. It is merely typical
of the way in which the Church tactfully incorporated much that it
could not destroy. Thus it happens that more than half of Mr. Miles's
book is devoted to strange customs of many lands, wherein we may see
illustrated survivals and superstitions suggesting primitive (and in
many cases sacrificial) habits of a clearly pagan character.
Mr. Miles does not disdain the pagan. He does not adopt the
position of Mr. Pecksniff, who recalled with pain that the Syrens
(" Pagan, I regret to say ") had not the advantage of Christian teaching.
He writes frankly and with gusto of these extraordinary things. His
book tells us more about quaint Christmas notions than most of us
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ever dreamt of ; and if his chapters on the Carols, the Drama, and the
Pre-Christian Winter Festivals are, from a purely aesthetic point of
view, the mots charming, the others contain a great deal which may be
pondered upon with pleasure and profit. It would be hard even to
indicate a tithe of the riches which the book contains ; for Mr. Miles
adores brevity, and his work runs to four hundred ample and crowded
pages. It is only meet that we should state this fact and bear testimony
to the satisfaction which even the stolid reader may appropriate to
himself and incorporate in his future thoughts of Christmas. Mr.
Miles thinks that Christmas has never recovered from the Puritan
embargo, and obviously it has suffered in purity from the increasing
agnosticism and seriousness of religious minds. Nobody could help
wishing, after reading this book, that the mediaeval spirit might
return—that spirit of which Mr. Miles so truly observes : " T o the
people of the Middle Ages religion was so real and natural a thing
that they could laugh at it without ceasing to believe in it or to love i t . "
If anxious modern minds could recover this unaffected religion, they
would become less self-conscious and more happy. Let us hope that
Mr. Miles may assist them to do so, for his book, although serious,
has in it plenty of optimism and divine charity

JOHN GALSWORTHY AS ESSAYIST*
By FREDERICK GOODYEAR
In this volume Mr. Galsworthy has collected a number of little
essays and detached thoughts from the pages of the reviews which
are fortunate enough to secure his services. He divides it into two
parts, headed respectively " Concerning Life" and " Concerning
Letters." The latter is almost purely critical, though the criticism
is often thrown into an imaginative form. This tendency becomes
more general when the author is taking his subjects straight from life.
The essay becomes a description, the description a sketch, and the
sketch at times something very like a short story. Such is Mr.
Galsworthy's loose easy method. The result is in many ways pleasing.
The placid, ingenuous style with its recurrent neatness of expression,
the fidelity of the observation and the conscientiousness with which
it is recorded are enough in themselves to allow us to take a direct
aesthetic pleasure in reading the book. But to surrender ourselves
lightly to these superficial aspects is undoubtedly dangerous. For
Mr. Galsworthy is a deeply ironic spirit who takes unthinkable trouble,
if not to conceal his own whereabouts, at any rate to cover the tracks
"The Inn of Tranquility." By John Galsworthy.

Heinemann.

6s.
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by which he has arrived there. For instance, this tranquillity that
distinguishes his writing, the slowness of the movement, the resignation and receptivity of the mood—it is in some sort a cloak and a
pretence. Somewhere behind it is a dissatisfied figure, perhaps even
a lover of stormy excitements. Is Mr. Galsworthy at heart so avidly
romantic that, utterly despairing of any satisfaction in a dull respectable world, he has taken to ensuring peace by writing with an enforced
calm, putting " Tranquillity " in his title, and occasionally remarking,
merely to deceive himself, that all things around him are full of cruelty
and ravin ? Doesn't he wish that he thought they were ? Doesn't
he wish he had been born an hereditary cannibal chief ? In such
a position he might have " found himself " without undue sophistication. As it is, he has been compelled to become a kind of literary
simple-lifer. For him the most intense excitement is to be absolutely unexcitable. Put the matter less extravagantly : he is a born
dialectician, aching to take sides furiously on all imaginable questions. He finds no questions that give him a clear lead either way.
Accordingly, his intellectual exercise and attitude is an aporetic
transcendentalism ; he puts the question and says : " I wonder."
The real Galsworthy, relentless and decisive, cruel as a Saracen and
quixotic as a Templar, never comes into view. Yet it is he who is
the true hero of all the books. The villain of the piece, commercial
society, is also kept off the stage ; as indeed is only right if the artistic
balance is to be preserved. And we get the feeling that the villain too
is a corporation that has never become thoroughly unified, that it does
not act simply and obviously, and so cannot be made intelligible
behind the footlights. The total effect of it all is that Mr. Galsworthy
has made himself the greatest of all exploiters of the mood where
peacefulness oozes over into boredom. Many fine writers have induced varying shades and qualities of pessimism. Even more bad
writers have been dull. It has been left to Mr. Galsworthy to make
of mere desolation a positive effect. Not by writing ill, but by writing
well, he can sap pessimism itself of the robustness and temperament
by which it clings to existence, and produce in the mind of his readers
a simply impossible phase of sensation—as of nervous breakdown.
It is an extraordinary power, in fact, unique. However, if you expect
" The Inn of Tranquillity " to work upon you quite so desperately
as that, you will be disappointed. It is a Galsworthy privilege to be
indescribable, because the unavoidable positivity of the meaning of
words is false to him.
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